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Abstract 

 
The construction industry has an increased focus on using sustainable methods to 
reach a more sustainable society but is still lacking the social aspect of sustainability. 
The belief is that this aspect has to be a natural part in construction projects to 
successfully plan and develop sustainable societies.  
 
A method to achieve this could be the use of Social Impact Assessment (SIA), a 
method frequently used in other countries such as U.S, Australia and Canada. The aim 
with the thesis is to investigate how this method can be used in a Swedish context, but 
also how the public in the best manner can be involved in decisions that affect them. 
To complement the theory with empirical findings a case study is done within 
Järvalyftet, one of the biggest redevelopment projects in the Stockholm region at the 
moment. 
 
A SIA deals with several areas and issues and is therefore complex to perform in an 
efficient way. It is consequently important to create a team with mixed disciplines to 
be able to manage the work and face the different problems in the best possible way.  
The thesis indicates that public involvement is of major importance to create an 
acceptance for the planned project among the affected parties in order to reduce both 
the timeframe and the costs of the project. Further, the thesis indicates that public 
involvement early on in a project facilitates for the affected people to deal with 
changes and trade-offs resulting by the project.  
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Sammanfattning 

 

Byggbranschen har idag ett större fokus på att använda hållbara metoder i byggandet 
för att på så sätt nå ett mer hållbart samhälle, men saknar fortfarande fokus på den 
sociala aspekten inom hållbarhet.  För att lyckas med att planera och bygga 
hälsosamma och hållbara samhällen måste de här aspekterna bli en naturlig del i 
byggprojekten. 
 
En metod för att lyckas med detta kan vara användandet av Social 
Konsekvensbeskrivning, en metod som ofta används i länder som USA, Australien och 
Canada. Syftet med detta examensarbete är att undersöka hur denna metod kan 
användas, men också hur allmänheten på bästa sätt kan bli involverade i beslut som 
berör dem själva. För att komplettera teorin som använts i arbetet har en case study 
gjorts inom Järvalyftet, ett av dagens största ombyggnadsprojekt i Stockholmsområdet. 
 
En SKB berör många olika områden och frågor och är därför en komplex process att 
genomföra.  Det är följaktligen viktigt att skapa en grupp med varierande 
yrkesdiscipliner för att hantera arbetet och möta de olika problemen på bästa möjliga 
sätt. 
 
Arbetet visar på att allmänhetens deltagande är av stor betydelse för att skapa 
förankring bland berörda parter då ett projekt planeras, för att på så sätt minska både 
projektets tidsram och kostnad. Vidare visar även arbetet att involvering av 
allmänheten i ett tidigt skede av projektet underlättar för de berörda att hantera de 
förändringar och avvägningar som projektet medför. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION  

Every urban development, built environment project or plan affects people 
and the surrounding nature in various ways, both positive and negative. The 
construction industry is today focusing increasingly more on using 
sustainable approaches and methods to reach a more sustainable society. 
There are three aspects within sustainability; environmental, economic and 
social or people, planet and profit also referred to as the triple bottom line 
(Elkington, 1998). However, is the current main focus of the construction 
industry on the first two aspects and is lacking the last, the social aspect. 
The belief is that in order to successfully plan and construct sustainable 
societies the social aspect has to be acknowledged by most construction 
project organizations.  

 
1.1  BACKGROUND  

Social sustainability deals with development and maintenance of social 
capital. The meaning of social capital is the creation of services to support 
the elementary framework of societies. These services are for instance 
cohesive communities, connectedness between various groups of people, 
equities regarding resources and tolerance between various cultures. 
Strong civil societies with a high degree of community participation and 
efficient governance are essential to assess social sustainability, 
(Goodland, 2002). Social capital is foremost a resource created individually 
or through proximities such as neighborhoods. It is essentially a resource 
produced when people co-operate and is an indication of “quality of life”, 
(Catell, 2011, p. 1514).     

 “Investment in human capital is considered as an effective tool 
to improve the welfare of people around the world”, (Schultz, 1960, 1961, 
1975 in Awan, Iqbal & Waqas, 2011, p.143).  

Contradiction to this is undercapitalized social capitals which lead to 
violence, mistrust and segregation. It is therefore essential to create 
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societies that support the creation of social capitals in order for them to 
remain sustainable (Goodland, 2002). 

In 2009 the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning 
(Boverket) made a report requested by the Swedish government to 
investigate the current knowledge on social sustainability in Sweden. The 
investigation showed that there is a need for more research within this 
field and also a need for clearer methods how to reach social sustainability 
within construction processes. Boverkets also states that there is a conflict 
between the aims within the local plans and the result delivered by the 
contractors, (Boverket, 2010). 

The report states early on that there are five different main themes of 
social sustainable urban development;  

- Holistic view - Changes or renewals in an area has to be seen as a 
part in the overall urban development. There is a need for a better 
understanding of how changes in one area generate changes and 
conditions in another area.  
 

- Variation- Social sustainability requires a variety of buildings in 
terms of housing, functions and design where natural meeting 
points between people are created.  

 
- Connection - A socially coherent city can be created by a 

physically coherent city. Linking various districts to each other 
generates more meetings between people.  

 
- Identity - A positive identification for their district among the 

residents creates conditions for a better public image. This can 
include highlighting the area’s history or take advantage of the 
competence within the area.  

 
- Influence and interaction - All changes or renewals should be 

based on people living in the current area and carried out in 
collaboration between all stakeholders. 

When it comes to the municipality’s layout plan, there is a requirement 
that economic, environmental and social consequences easily could be 
read. Even if both the Swedish Plan and Building Act and the Swedish 
Environmental Code state that all construction should promote social 
sustainability and assure healthy environment, the focus on the physical 
and biological environment is more established.  
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According to the Swedish regulations, every municipality has to invite to a 
consultation (in Swedish: samråd) with the Counties Agency, Land Survey 
Authority and the municipalities concerning when a new local plan is 
proposed. The municipality also has to provide opportunities for 
consultation with property owners, residents, concerned authorities and 
unions and individuals with interests of the proposed plan. Comments 
received during the consultations should then be adapted to a final plan 
proposal that will be available for public review for three weeks. The plan 
can be appealed by the ones “affected by the plan” until the last day of the 
review, (Kalbro & Lindgren, 2010).  

Despite these regulations about consultations and reviews, there are often 
appeals to the plan which cost both time and money. A major part of the 
society is not engaged in these activities and a large part lacks knowledge 
about how these processes occur and how they can participate. This has 
led to the realization that it is of major importance to create an 
acceptance for the proposed plan or project among all the stakeholders as 
early as possible in the process. It is argued in the Brundtland Commission 
Report that laws themselves cannot enforce all common interests. It is 
therefore essential to promote public participation in the decisions that 
affects the environment, (World Commission on Environment and 
Development, 1987).  

A well-known concept used broadly within the construction industry is 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). EIA is a method to investigate 
and identify how the environment may be affected by construction and 
infrastructure projects. Some social impacts (such as documentation of 
exposure from noise and pollutions) of a current developing area are often 
included in the EIA. Nevertheless are the social impacts often left without 
any major consideration and public participation barely exists within the 
traditional EIA.  

The current focus on a social sustainable society has led to the social 
aspects have become increasingly more important. Countries such as the 
U.S. and Canada have for long had a more extensive research within this 
area. During the 1970s it was considered that the social aspects were not 
sufficiently addressed in the issued EIAs. This resulted in the development 
of Social Impact Assessment (SIA), which has since than continuously 
gained new ground in an increasingly number of countries.  

Important to mention is that a properly executed SIA should involve the 
public in the planning process before the decision to go ahead is made, 
(Burdge et al., 1990). The SIA process may bring forth several advantages 
regarding impact assessment. The SIA process can be characterized as;  
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- An in advance systematic effort to identify, analyze and evaluate 
impacts brought forth from projects on individuals and social 
groups within a community.  
 

- A method for developing alternatives and determining the severity 
of the consequences for every alternative.  
 

- A method that increases knowledge regarding the planned project 
and its impacts on the community.  
 

- A method that increases the understanding and the consciousness 
of the community/ affected individuals/groups and brings residents 
better opportunities to understand the consequences from the 
proposed project, (Burdge et al., 1990) 

A conceptual model of a Swedish SIA process will be presented in the 
conclusion. The SIA process will there be linked to the traditional 
construction project process according to PMBOK and PMI (1995) to give 
it validity. 

 

1.2  PROBLEM SPECIFICATION  

In Sweden, there is currently a lack of scientific knowledge about how the 
physical environment affects the social life, and why people choose to live 
where they live. However, there is an awareness of the importance of 
using the knowledge and perspectives among the residents when it comes 
to how the area works and the importance of trustful relations between 
different stakeholders.  

Despite this awareness, there is currently a gap in the quality of the social 
sustainable demands within the local plans made by the municipality, and 
the delivered building constructed by the contractor. The municipalities 
lack in general today the ability to promote and assure their interests 
regarding social sustainability in the execution phase of the construction 
process. This means that there is a need to develop methods to be able to 
analyze and observe social consequences in the planning of a project in a 
more systematic way and thereby also value these effects relative the 
economic and environmental impacts.  

The concept of SIA is however a relatively new approach in Sweden and 
only a few assessments have been issued. Due to the growing awareness 
on the importance of investigating the social aspects within a construction 
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project, a growing amount of clients are requesting methods to assure 
social sustainability, but there is little knowledge concerning how this can 
be achieved.   

 
1.3  PURPOSE  

One purpose with this master thesis is to investigate how social 
sustainability can be achieved, and if SIA could be a method to succeed 
with this in Sweden. A thorough literature review will be made to generate 
knowledge concerning how SIA is used in other countries.  

The construction industry has started to acknowledge the importance of 
social sustainability in order assure successful construction projects. The 
last purpose will therefore be to investigate whether this aspect may 
generate values for the society, which can be measured or estimated.  

 

1.4  RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

The hypothesis in this master thesis is that social sustainability can be 
achieved by the use of SIA as a natural part in every construction project.   

The main question is therefore; 

How can SIA be assessed and performed in the Swedish construction 
industry? 

Sub-questions that will be answered are; 

1. Which are the incentives to use SIA in Sweden? 
2. What are the benefits with using public involvement in SIA?  
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CHAPTER 2:  THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

This chapter contains the theory basis for this master thesis which is divided 
into the following subchapter; Social Sustainability and Social Impact 
Assessment (SIA). It starts with a historical introduction to social 
sustainability along with a three-way definition of social sustainability. It 
further continues with how social sustainability can be assured with a 
method known as SIA. The SIA subchapter contains a historical 
introduction, definition of SIA and its purpose. The subchapter also defines 
what social impacts are, and continues with a description of the SIA process 
and models and ends with how Public Involvement Processes can be infused 
in the SIA and how public acceptance can be gained from consensus and 
dialogs methods.  

 
2.1  SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY  

Sustainability can in general be divided into the following triple bottom 
lines; environmental, economic and social. However it has been argued by 
several researchers that the social element has been the most neglected 
one in public debates and that the definition of social sustainability is in 
chaos, (McKenzie, 2004; Jarvis, Pratt & Wu, 2001 in Manzi, Lucas & Lloyd-
Jones, 2010; Vallance, Perkins & Dixon, 2011 see also Godschalk, 2004). The 
following sections will introduce the international historical background 
of sustainability and especially social sustainability a three-folded scheme 
to define adopted from Vallance et al. (2011). 

 
A  HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION  

The concept of sustainable development was first introduced as a major 
social goal during the first United Nations (UN) conference in Stockholm 
1972.  The conference dealt with emerging issues such as poverty, social 
inequities, and growing environmental problems, both on a local and on a 
global level. It dealt furthermore with the realization that some crucial 
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resources are not infinite. These concerns can however be traced further 
back in time. In “An Essay on the Principle of Population”, Malthus (1798) 
argues that the rapid industrial development of the 19th century brought 
fourth undesirable results such as air pollutions and growing 
concentration of people both living and working in poor conditions. It was 
not until the 1960s the recognition came regarding the inter-relationship 
between human activities and the biological-physical environment, 
(Manzi et al., 2010).  

Literature concerning sustainable development expanded in a rapid past 
during the 1980s when the International Union for the Conservation of 
Nature’s influential World Conservation Strategy brought forward a 
definition of the concept “Sustainable Development”. It was defined as 
development which allowed ecosystems and biodiversity to be sustained. 
Nevertheless, no broadly definition was to be reached until the 
Brundtland Comission Report in late 1980s which stated that sustainability 
is; 

 “Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” 
(World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, para.2.III.27).  

The report further states that “the distribution of power and influence 
within society lies at the heart of most development challenges’”. The 
Brundtland report became later on the base of the Agenda 21 program, 
developed by the UN in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The Agenda 21 is UN’s long 
term global program for sustainable development and addresses problems 
such as poverty and environmental threats, (Manzi et al., 2010).  

The European Union (EU) has through the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997 
and the convention in Aarhus 1998, determined that sustainable 
developments should act as a fundamental principle in all EU policies. 
During the European Commission in 2007 a new sustainable development 
strategy was established and the key areas were: 

- Climate change and clean energy 
- Sustainable transport 
- Sustainable consumption and production 
- Conservation and management of natural resources 
- Public health 
- Social inclusion, demography and migration 
- Global poverty 
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Analyzing these show that these principles contains a strong focus on 
social and environmental sustainability, but also on developing as well as 
maintaining actions, (Manzi et al., 2010). Before these can be further 
examined the concept of social sustainability shall be discussed and 
attained. 

 
THREE DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY  

In the article “What is social sustainability? A clarification of concepts” the 
authors argues that social sustainability has earlier on been subsumed 
within terms of “development” or “economic growth”, this has however 
resulted in inadequate results, (Vallance et al., 2011). Svensson (2011, p. 15) 
implies that social sustainability “comprises everything that might in some 
way be connected to humans” and “the general context we people live in”. 
Another definition of the concept is that it includes elements such as 
social equity, access to resources, participation and social capital, 
Goodland (2002, in Vallance et al., 2011).  

However, viewing past literature written within the subject shows that 
various definitions of the concepts exist and these definitions fail to align, 
(Vallance et al., 2011). The concept is in matter of facts in chaos. The belief 
is that this chaos is threatening its importance and utility. Godschalk 
(2004, in Vallance et al., 2011) states that it is of importance to highlight 
the conflicts between the elements (for instance economic growth, 
ecology and equity) within social sustainability.  

Critique has risen towards the vague definition of sustainability, especially 
in consideration to the definition given by the Brundtland which 
presumes that desired outcomes should be delivered for all. The criticism 
in this case claims that “sustainable development, when defined vaguely in 
order to meet the needs of all stakeholders, is a smokescreen behind 
which business can continue its operations essentially unhindered by 
environmental concerns, while paying lip service to the needs of future 
generations”, (McKenzie, 2004 p.2).  

It is generally assumed that social sustainability will generate desirable 
outcomes for everyone at any time, which Vallance et al. (2011) argues is 
not the case. The concept of social sustainability and its elements is far too 
complex.  
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SOCIA L  DILEMMA S AND  H UMA N BA SIC  NEED S  

Vallance et al. (2011) introduces a threefold schema starting with 
“Development Sustainability” which addresses humans’ basic needs and 
aims to meet underdevelopments with more. Development sustainability 
is probably the most common interpretation of social sustainability, and 
has its origin in the Brundtland Commission Report “Our common future” 
(1987). Vallance et al. (2011) also states that a major part of the literature 
written within “Development Sustainability” deals with problems and 
issues connected to under-developed and development countries. It is for 
instance stated in the Brundtland Report that 'needs', in particular is the 
necessary needs of the world's poor, (World Commission on Environment 
and Development, 1987). Arguing that the basic needs has been fulfilled in 
the developed countries or the first world, (Vallance et al., 2011).  

However argues other that this is not the case, since crucial problems such 
as poverty, malnutrition, poor-health and inadequate housing has failed to 
be solved. Gro Harlem Brundtland argues further more in the Brundtland 
Report that the word "development" has been narrowed down into a very 
limited focus, towards what the poor nations should do in order to 
become richer, (World Commission on Environment and Development, 
1987). These issues are though for the most part complex and multi-
dimensional since they are dependent, (Vallance et al., 2011). Arif and Faiz 
(2007) states that poverty is indeed a multi-dimensional problem which is 
caused by issues such as lack of opportunities, vulnerability and 
deprivation of basic capitals, (in Awan, Iqbal & Waqas, 2011).  

One of the key parts of social sustainability and a driver of sustainable 
development is that humans can actively begin to address bio-physical 
environmental concerns first when their own basic needs have been met.  
In other words poverty and under-development may act as barriers to 
obtaining better social and bio-physical (biological) environments. Bhatti 
and Dixon (2003, in Vallance et al., 2011) concludes that it is rather naive 
to expect people to care for the environmental issues such as the global 
warming when they struggle to meet their basic needs. The development 
aspect includes as well tangible needs such as food, housing, water and 
medication as less tangible needs, education, employment, equity and 
justice. The hope is that when these basic needs have been met, 
environmental benefits will follow, (Vallance et al., 2011).  
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ENVIRONMENTA L DILEMMA S A ND HU MA N BEHAV IOR  

“Bridge Sustainability” addresses the need of changes within human 
behaviors to reach bio-physical environmental goals.  This second 
approach deals with eco-friendly behavioral strategies and environmental 
ethics, (Vallance et al., 2011). It could further be described as means to 
identify and harness human potential and various conditions to underpin 
ecological sustainability. A large number of disciplines and fields are 
represented under this approach, such as psychology, human geography 
and environmental sociology for instance. The aim is to create better 
“bridges” between humans and their bio-physical environment, (Foladori, 
2005, in Vallance et al., 2011). Or as Chiu has defined the “bridge” approach 
as; 

 The social conditions necessary to support ecological 
sustainability’, (Chiu, 2003, in Vallance et al., p.26) 

Two distinctively different but important sub-approaches have been 
identified, these are the transformative and the non-transformative 
change. The transformative approach acts to change humans’ perceptions 
of their relationship to the environment, other humans or non-humans. A 
transformative change could for instance be to install a composting 
toilette (this kind of toilette demands more engagement with human 
waste than a flush-away toilette). Another example is moving from low-
density suburban to high-density apartment lifestyle, (Vallance et al., 
2011). Various researchers have for instance examined the linking between 
housing and sustainability. Focusing on how peoples relation to their 
environment can be transformed, for example when they judge how they 
use and care for their surrounding environment (Blount, 2005, in Vallance 
et al., 2011, see also Bhatti & Church, 2004, in Vallance et al., 2011).  

The non-transformative approaches strive to inspire humans to make 
smaller and less radical changes in our behavior. The non-transformative 
changes deal in general more with the adoption of technical solutions in 
our everyday life, than the transformative. A non-transformative change 
could therefore be to install solar panels and buy double or triple glazed 
windows. Non-transformative approaches are viewed upon as value-free, 
neutral and scientific based. Nevertheless, has this objective approach 
struggled with difficulties to engage humans in their everyday life where 
values, emotions and ethics play a crucial part, (Vallance et al., 2011).  
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MAINTENA NCE OF SOCIA L  ENVIRONMENTS  

 Social sustainability… is mainly concerned with the 
relationships between individual actions and the created environment, or 
the interconnections between individual life-chances and institutional 
structures… This is an issue which has been largely neglected in mainstream 
sustainability debates. (Jarvis et al., 2001, in Manzi et al., 2010, p.127) 

The last concept is “Maintenance Sustainability” which refers to the 
preservation of preferred lifestyles or socio-cultural traditions. These 
lifestyles could for instance be living in low-density suburban areas and 
the use of private cars. This concept also addresses the way humans 
embrace or resist changes made to their socio-cultures. This phenomenon 
was defined already in the late 1980s by Bourdieu (in Manzi et al., 2010) as 
habitus, meaning “the way things are done here”. He stated that habitus 
was a pre-conscious and relied in everyday behaviors. Bourdieu was 
primarily concerned to illustrate how difficult it was to challenge deeply 
embedded structures of privilege. However, Bourdieus definition partly 
underestimated the everyday forms of resistance, (Ibid). The problem with 
resistance is a crucial part of this phenomenon, which is illustrated in the 
following real-life case in Mexico.  

 Mexico City tried to reduce air-pollution through a one-day-a-
week bane on every car. The plan backfired when the citizens adopted a 
coping-strategy were household bought a second car to get around this 
“obstacle”. These second vehicles where mostly cheaper older models that 
generated more pollution, (Eskeland and Feyzioglu, 1997, in Vallance et al., 
2011, p.345) 

It is therefore of crucial matters to communicate the underlying reasons 
for changes, especially those that may have an impact on humans socio-
cultural bio-spheres and preferred lifestyle. There is otherwise a great risk 
of resistance to the change that may bring fourth counter-productive 
results. These coping strategies and resistance can in the worst case 
scenario generate worse problem than the original. Vallance et al., (2011) 
states that other studies has shown how humans for instance may act 
passive-resistance to eco-strategies and over exaggerate how these lead to 
higher costs. Other undesirable actions are blaming others and raising 
doubts regarding the effectiveness a change in their lifestyle would result 
in.    

This last approach has received more recognition in the last years, since 
resistance from residents has resulted in inadequate results. It is safe to 
say that a sustainable city is a city where humans desire to live in. It is 
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therefore crucial to recognize that incentives for urban planning might 
misalign with the concerns of residents within an area. In order for cities 
to be truly sustainable, residents living within it must provide reasonable 
amount of support. The maintenance approach requires understanding 
within different fields such as new housing developments, street layout, 
open spaces and meeting points, density of residential, location of 
services, habitual movement, resident’s values and preferences, (Vallance 
et al., 2011).  

 
CONTRA DIC TION A ND SU P PORT  

These three different approaches may both support and contradict to each 
other. Vallance et al. (2011) tries to highlight how these three approaches 
may conflict with each other but also how these conflict can be avoided 
and reversed to complement on and another instead.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For instance “Development” and “Bridge” sustainability may at a first 
glance support each other since they both deals with preserving and 
improving the bio-physical environment which our species need and 
depends on. These two approaches may for example align when houses 
are made green and affordable. Studies have however shown that they 
may clash when social implications are not taken into consideration. An 
example of this is a study made in the UK regarding the reaction to a rise 
in VAT for fuels and variations on the supply. Even though the incentive 
was to reduce negative impacts on the climate change, poor residents did 
not interpret this as the case. They saw it as an obstacle to heat their 

FIGUR 1, THREE-FOLDED SCHEME AFTER VALLANCE ET AL. (2011) 
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homes adequately. Situations like these may further marginalize poor and 
vulnerable groups and end up in counter-productive results, since the 
solution is unsustainable, (Vallance et al., 2011).  

There is a high chance of potential conflict between the “Development” 
and the “Maintenance” approach, since what is best for the wider 
collective is not always what is best for the individual. A gated community 
is a good example, since they are designed to exclude certain groups of 
persons. They prevent the affordable houses from being built and deny 
poor people their opportunity to own their homes or even live in these 
areas. This kind of competitive lifestyles intensifies forces of 
individualization and disengagement from social equity and civil society. 
This may lead to segregated communities, (Ibid).  

There is much potential for the “Bridge” and the “Maintenance” approach 
to conflict. What is good for the environment may be good for the 
individual, but in many other cases it is not. A great deal of friction lays in 
the difficulties of underpinning why different eco-strategies have to be 
taken into action. Furthermore how they may affect single individuals and 
socio-cultures.  

Hobson (2003, in Vallance et al., 2011) argues that there is a “practical 
consciousness” along with a “discursive consciousness” which both deals 
with how people make unaware decisions or aware and active aware 
decisions. Small changes such as not leaving the water running while 
brushing your teeth can bring fourth fast and good results.  The more 
active and higher-order changes such as changing lifestyles are however 
much more difficult to change. These patterns reappear when it comes to 
how willingly we are to change our actions to become more sustainable. 
For instance, the level of our recycling can easily increase when it becomes 
more easy and convenient, but changing our personal values to reduce 
waste is much more difficult to achieve, (Vallance et al., 2011).  

Changes are rarely straightforward since they disturb the status quo, even 
changes for the better are hard to implement. For example the 
environmental benefits of having more compact cities (such as 
preservation of agricultural land, minimizing green-house gases and traffic 
bottlenecks etc.). These advantages may fail to be translates into desirable 
goals for those living in suburban areas. The residents in suburban areas 
may very well prefer their low-density lifestyle and consider these changes 
as assaults on their lifestyle, communities and aesthetics. To reduce 
friction between these two approaches there needs to be a better 
understanding concerning how the goals within bridge sustainability can 
be made. The goals should not just be scientifically correct but more 
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tangible and consistent with what people values and desires to preserve, 
(Vallance et al., 2011).  

The suggestion is that sustainability over all cannot only be viewed upon 
as just an environmental issue, when it should be altered into social 
imperative. These three above mentioned approach cannot at all times 
reconcile, since they partly have fundamentally different goals. It is also 
suggested that it is practitioners work, alongside with social scientists, to 
explore a better understanding towards how residents may interpret and 
incorporate concerns towards their surrounding environment and how it 
is affected. In another word, there is overconfidence that scientific 
evidences and objective data that “speaks-for-themselves” are enough to 
persuade people to change their perspectives, (Ibid).   

The last approach, maintenance sustainability, brings fourth new ways of 
addressing and achieving sustainable goals. Especially since it address the 
way people may resist and ignore eco-strategies or how these may affect 
disadvantaged groups. It acknowledge what for long has been overlooked, 
the conflict between doing what is environmentally friendly and doing 
what we always have done, doing what is simple or just doing what we 
prefer, (Vallance et al., 2011).  

It is important to acknowledge that these three approaches partly conflict. 
Knowing the potentials for friction and how they can be avoided or solved 
open ups new possibilities to create reasonable and meaningful solutions 
to the problems of tomorrow, (Ibid). The following chapter will focus on 
how social sustainability can be assured through SIA.  
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2.2  SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT  

A construction project can affect people in the surroundings in many 
different ways, both positive and negative. The importance of sustainable 
development becomes more evident for every upcoming project. 
Practitioners within the construction industry, from the municipal 
officials to clients and consultants, have to develop new ways to face these 
questions. One way could be to use SIA, which will be described in the 
following chapter. 

 
H ISTORICAL BACKGROUND  

Social impacts or social consequences have been studied ever since the 
end of the 18th century. Interested parties investigated than the social 
consequences from the industrial revolution and how they affected the 
communities. These studies however investigated the consequences that 
already had occurred and did not take any considerations to the ones that 
possibly could occur in the future, (Fredenburg, 1986). In the beginning of 
1970, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) was signed of 
the president of the United States. The purpose of this act was to “declare 
a national policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony 
between man and his environment” (United States, 1969 p.100). Under this 
act, all actions that “significantly affecting the quality of the human 
environment” had to conduct an interdisciplinary, balanced assessment, 
available for the public, of the actions’ impacts, (Freudenburg, 1986). This 
act declared thereby the interdependency between changes in the physical 
environment and changes in the human life.  

Even though NEPA required that a social dimension should be integrated 
with the environment definition in the assessment, the act did not 
describe any social issues or how to handle them, (Vanclay, 2006). The 
adoption of NEPA resulted in the development of Environmental Impact 
Assessment, EIA, and over 12 000 EIAs was made during the following 10 
years.  As a result of the missing comprehension for the social dimension 
in NEPA, the first EIAs did not include any focus for these aspects. The 
social analysis within the EIAs was predominately preformed as economic 
analysis, quantitatively measurable and did not include any views from 
affected people but instead observations from experts, (Freudenburg, 
1986).   

Parallel to the development of impact assessments in the U.S., countries 
such as Canada, Australia and New Zeeland also begin to investigate these 
types of questions. During the middle of 1970’s a pipeline project was 
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proposed along the Mackenzie Valley in Canada, crossing an areas 
inhabited by a large number of indigenous people. The EIA turned during 
the process focus to the social aspects as the inhabitants certainly would 
be significantly affected by the project. The predicted consequences were 
considered to affect the people so negative that the whole project was put 
on hold. This project made the authorities realizes the importance of 
focusing also on the social consequences and not only on the 
environmental issues and the term SIA was developed, (Burdge et al., 
2003). The field of impact assessments continued to develop and in 1981 
the International Association of Impact Assessment (IAIA) was founded in 
Toronto, Canada. The first international conference on SIA was held in 
Canada in 1982. These two events brought forth both political and 
academic credibility for SIA, (Burdge & Vanclay, 1995). 

Although SIA received more acceptances, the field was not fully 
developed. In an article from 1986, William R. Freudenburg from the 
Department of Rural Sociology at Washington State University, identifies 
four areas of development within SIA necessary if the potential 
advancement further could be enhanced. The first parts deals with the 
importance of including more focus on sociological variables instead of 
available data to successfully perform with an SIA. How the human 
behavior would be affected requires greater attention, rather than with 
data analyses, in detail, describe how service and different facilities would 
change as a result of a project.  The second development is related to the 
first one and involves the variable quality of life. According to 
Freudenburg it is a major challenge to measure that variable but that it 
has to be in focus in every SIA work. The third part of the development is 
a growing emphasis on disaggregation between different affected groups 
instead of trying to find an overall question for the whole planned project. 
By focusing on specific population groups, it is easier to evaluate potential 
effects of a project. The last development is “an emphasis on theories of 
the middle range”, which means that ideas and conclusions from a 
situation beneficial can be used in another. This also means that results 
founded sometimes has to be explained in a more narrow perspective 
rather than global to see the benefits from it (Freudenburg, 1986). 

Further Freudenburg addresses challenges that SIA faced at the article’s 
publication. First he discusses the “non-projects” impacts and the 
importance of investigate effects outside the specific project. This requires 
developments of new methods and creative adoptions of the approach 
already exist. Another future challenge identified in the article is the 
importance of SIA practitioners to be familiar with both technical and 
social science. This could enforce them with the ability to always have a 
subjective attitude, and by so better understand different situations. The 
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third challenge raised in the article is the “planning for surprises”. The 
author believes that the constant changing society requires a SIA approach 
that takes all possible deviations into consideration (Freudenburg, 1986). 

To meet the growing need for better understanding how social impacts 
may result from project, programs or exploits, a group of social scientist 
formed in 1992 the Interorganizational Committee on Guidelines and 
Principles for SIA (later on only mentioned as the Interorganizational 
Committee). The purpose was to provide agencies and private interests 
with guidelines and principles in how to meet assessment standards 
required in the American law. Their job resulted in the document 
Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessments, published 1994 
and updated in 2003 (Burdge et al.). The same year, 2003, the 
International Association for Impact Assessment published the document 
International Principles for Impact Assessment. This document was 
prepared during five years through workshops and conferences as an 
official IAIA project across six continents.  The aim of the document was 
to be a basis for nations in their own development of guidelines for SIAs 
(Vanclay, 2003). 

 
THE SWEDISH CONTEXT  

SIA have not been developed in the same way in Sweden as in the 
countries mentioned above. The introduction in Europe can be traced 
back to 1985 when the European Economic Community pass the directive 
(85/337/EEC) with the aim to make the EIA process to a requirement for 
all EEC member states. EEC developed into the European Union where 
Sweden is a part since 1995 and therefore also required to conform to the 
EIA-directive. Even before the membership there has been a requirement 
for investigation of environmental impacts within certain activities. The 
term EIA was introduced for the first time in 1987 in the Swedish Road 
Act. The requirement became broader with the adoption of the Swedish 
Natural Resources Act in 1991 and the signing of the Rio Declaration 1992 
resulted in greater recognition of future environmental effort.  

The membership in the EU led to additional establishment of Swedish 
legislations advantageous for the environment. The Swedish Plan and 
Building Act introduced a requirement for EIA. The Swedish 
Environmental Code, which was implemented 1999, further strengthened 
the EIA legislation, (Jöborn, 2000).   

The Swedish Plan and Building Act states that all construction should 
“promote good society development with equally and good social living 
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conditions and a sound and long term sustainable living environment for 
the humans in today’s society and for future generations (SFS 2010:900 
kap1§1). Furthermore, the Swedish Environmental Code states that 
construction should be performed so that present and future generations 
are assured a healthy and good environment (SFS 1998:808).  
Notwithstanding the existing legislations, the social dimension of 
sustainability has been neglected in contrast to the developed 
requirements for the physical and biological environment and the term 
SIA is a relatively new concept.  According to Swedish legislation, an EIA 
should investigate and identify direct and indirect impacts that a planned 
activity may cause human, animal, plants, land, water, climate, landscape 
and cultural. In practice, however, the major part of the Swedish EIAs has 
been conducted with a focus on nature and wildlife.  

There has been an increasing demand for highlighting the social aspects 
from the Urban and Built Environment Industry during the recent years.  
This has resulted in an increasing demand that the EIA processes should 
be complemented with SIA. There has however only been a few SIAs 
performed in Sweden in the past. Furthermore has the major part of the 
performed SIAs investigated how the Sami reindeer herding is affected of 
land exploitation in association with construction of wind power plants. 
There are still though no national guidelines for what should be included 
in a Swedish SIA or how to implement it, (Liljegren et al., 2009).  

 
DEFINITION OF SIA 

The first definition of SIA was made by Interorganizational Committee 
and states that SIA are;  

 “efforts to assess or estimate, in advance, the social 
consequences that are likely to follow from specific policy actions (including 
programs, and the adoption of new policies) and specific government 
actions (including buildings, large project and leasing large tracts of land 
for resource extraction) particularly in the context of the U.S. national 
Environmental Act.” (Burdge et al., 1995, p.1) 

 Later this definition was rewritten by Burdge and Vanclay to make it 
more suitable to any national context instead of only the U.S. the new one 
define SIA as;  

 “the process of assessing or estimating, in advance, the social 
consequences that are likely to follow from specific policy actions or project 
development, particularly in the context of appropriate national, state, or 
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provincial environmental policy legislation.” (Burdge and Vanclay, 1995 in 
Svensson, 2011, p.10) 

In the updated document from the Interorganizational Committee on 
Guidelines and Principles for Social Impact Assessments the definition of 
SIA also includes the consequences from private projects, (Burdge et al., 
2003). This definition stresses that the consequences should be managed 
in advance in contrast to IAIA which in the document International 
Principles for Social Impact Assessment describe SIA as;   

 “Social impact Assessment includes the process of analyzing, 
monitoring and managing the intended and unintended social 
consequences, both positive and negative, of planned interventions (policies, 
programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by those 
interventions. Its primary purpose is to bring about a more sustainable and 
equitable biophysical and human environment” or in general terms as 
“analyzing, monitoring and managing the social consequences of 
development” (Vanclay, 2003, p.2). 

Consequences or impacts resulting from any kind of project or 
development can never be seen as exclusively social, economic or 
biophysical. This requires various disciplinary perspectives to anticipate 
and understand possible impacts and relevant professional needs to create 
and sustain relationship across the different disciplines, (Westman, 1985, 
in Rickson, 1990). Because of this, an extensive SIA requires a team 
approach and cannot be undertaken by a single person, (Vanclay, 2003). 

 
THE PURPOSE OF SIA 

According to IAIA the aim of SIA is to reach a sustainable and equity 
living conditions for humans from social, biophysical and economic 
perspective. SIA can be seen as an overarching framework that covers all 
impacts on humans and in all the ways in which humans and 
communities interact with their biophysical, socio-culture and economic 
surroundings.   

It is of major importance to identify all objectives from any development 
in order to reach a more sustainable society. Furthermore to secure that 
all benefits from it is maximized and that all costs minimized, especially 
those costs affecting humans.  Benefits and costs may be immeasurable 
and difficult to interpret and are often insufficiently taken into account by 
authorities, developers and other decision makers. Identifying 
consequences in advance could facilitate an implementation of mitigation 
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measures to minimize the negative impacts and maximize the benefits 
from a specific project. It may also at the same time facilitate for decision 
makers to take better decision how interventions should be performed. 
Often will an effort to increase the benefits give a more positive result, 
than try to minimize the negative effects. Any planned intervention 
should explicitly recognize the improvement of social wellbeing as an 
objective and meet this objective with a form of assessment, (IAIA, 2003).  

The need for a SIA can be very different depending on the situation. 
Difficulties in how to define and evaluate the assessments occurs due to 
the many different contexts and purposes an SIA can be undertaken into. 
This requires that every SIA need to be evaluated with consideration 
about the actual situation and intended purpose, (Ibid).  The U.S. 
principles and guidelines issued by The Interorganizational Committee 
present the purpose of SIA as a tool for better decision-making. A well 
performed SIA can help communities to better plan for social change as a 
result from proposed actions. By identifying the affected stakeholders of 
any interventions, local knowledge can be taken into account which 
facilitates for decisions-makers to identify the most socially valuable 
procedure, (Burdge et al., 2003).  

According to Burdge (2004, in Nilsson, 2006) SIA is needed to provide a 
systematic approach to; 

- Recognize and realize the social changes resulting from new plans or 
project  

- Measure the changes that occur 
- Determine which changes that are significant  
- Use the measurements of social changes to understand and interpret 

the consequences to be able to make right decisions 
- Provide the citizens of a community with understandable 

information about the consequences that occur 
- Develop models that can be used of the society to maximize the 

advantages and minimize the disadvantages of a project 

Further, SIA is needed to enhance the society’s responsibility for social 
change and in that way reach a better understanding and awareness to 
make the changes to a positive development of the society by: 

- Develop a strategy to allow all members of the society to ask and 
answer questions about the changes 

- Identify the negative consequences from a change to be able to face 
them in best manner 
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- Trying to understand the importance of the social, economic and 
physiological needs in a society  (Burdge, 2004, in Nilsson, 2006) 

 
 
WHAT ARE SOCIAL IMPACTS? 

As mentioned above, impacts on humans can be difficult to interpret and 
measure. Compared to the often limited issues considered in EIAs, the 
social impacts are much broader.  

Project that requires investigations of potential social impacts can appear 
in many different ways with own specific conditions depending on project 
type and locations. The many different characteristics within a project will 
result in a variation of the social impacts and every SIA has its own needs 
as every change is dependent on the social, cultural, geographic, 
economic, historic and political context of the project’s community, 
(Burdge et al., 1995).   

The community of practitioners within SIA considers that every issue that 
directly or indirectly affects people are relevant for SIA but a major part of 
social impact specialists underlines that it is not possible to specify all 
dimensions of social impacts as social changes often result in other 
changes. Many SIA researchers are therefore reluctant to provide 
definitions and variables lists of social impact due to the unique situation 
that every project causes. (Vanclay, 2002)  

The list below is produced by Vanclay (2003), which IAIA stands behind. 
According to IAIA social impacts are changes in one or more of the 
following points: 

- People’s way of life: that is, how they live, work, play and interact 
with one another on a day-to-day basis; 
 

- Their culture: that is, their shared beliefs, customs, values and 
language or dialect; 
 

- Their community: its cohesion, stability, character, services and 
facilities; 
 

- Their political systems: the extent to which people are able to 
participate in decisions that affect their lives, the level of 
democratization that is taking place and the resources provided for 
this purpose; 
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- Their environment: the quality of the air and water that people 

use; the availability and quality of the food that they eat; the level 
of hazard or risk, dust and noise in which they are exposed to; the 
adequacy of sanitation and their access to and control over 
resources; 
 

- Their health and wellbeing: where “health” is understood as a 
manner similar to the World Health Organization definition: “a 
state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, not merely 
the absence of disease or infirmity”; 
 

- Their personal and property rights: particularly whether people 
are economically affected, or experience personal disadvantage, 
which may include a violation of their civil liberties;  
 

- Their fears and aspiration: their perceptions about their safety 
their fears about the future of their community and their 
aspirations of their future and the future of their children.  

The Interorganizational Committee defines social impact as; 

  “The consequences to the human population of any public or 
private actions-that alter the ways in which people live, work, play, relate to 
one another, organize to meet their needs and generally cope as members of 
society. The term also includes cultural impacts involving changes to the 
norms, values and believes that guide and rationalize their cognition of 
themselves and their society”, (Burdge et al., 2003, p.231)   

Listed follow are some examples of different types of projects that 
according to the Interorganizational Committee requires performance of a 
SIA (Burdge et al., 1995); 

- Housing facilities 
- Mineral extraction 
- Hazardous and sanitary waste sites 
- Power plants 
- Reservoirs 
- Industrial plants 
- Land-use designations 
- Living natural resource management plans 
- Military and governmental installations 
- Schools 
- Transportations facilities 
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- Infrastructure development 
- Trade facilities 
- Parks and recreation areas 

To be able to measure changes in the human environment resulting from 
these actions in an easier way, the committee has developed a list of SIA 
variables. A summarization is presented below. The variables were 
outlined based on a research of social changes from different projects 
during a half century, the whole list can be viewed in appendix 1, (Burdge 
et al, 1995). The various groups with brief explanations follow: 

- Population characteristics (present population and expected 
change, ethnic and racial diversity/distribution). 
 

- Community and institutional structures (for instance voluntary 
associations, historical experience with change and 
industrial/commercial diversity). 

 
- Political and social resources (distribution of power and 

authority and identification of stakeholders),  
 

- Individual and family changes (for instance perceptions of risk, 
health and safety and trust in political and social institutions). 

 
- Community resources (such as change in community 

infrastructure or impacts on indigenous people). 

In an article from 2002, Frank Vanclay criticize this variable list and argues 
that several of the listed impacts not are necessarily social impacts 
themselves but could result in social impacts under certain circumstances. 
He raises an example for the first group of variables where, e.g. changes in 
population, ethnic and racial diversity or seasonal residents are not in 
themselves impacts. These may  though result in e.g. a decrease in 
community cohesion, uncertainty among residents and shortage of 
housing.  

According to Vanclay (2002), the listed variables may not result in any 
impacts if they are managed properly. Another example is the second 
variable group which is not impacts themselves either but more refers to a 
community’s characteristics and how likely they are to experience 
changes. The variable list issued by the Interorganizational Committee is, 
according to Vanclay, rather a list of indicators which can be used to 
provide information for a study to determine possible social impacts in a 
particular community. He further means that some impacts entirely are 
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missing in the list, especially health and safety issues which e.g. many 
construction projects may cause, for example injuries or death e.g. 
changes in traffic flow. The list also misses any mention of human rights 
which can be violated if governments forcing a project approval or when 
public comments are overlooked. Vanclay states that the existing lists of 
social impacts are inadequate and therefore it is a need for more 
comprehensive ones. Positive impacts and benefits, objective and goals of 
planned interventions should also be included in the social impact lists. 
(Vanclay, 2002) 

In the following sections of this report methods and models of how to 
perform a SIA will presented, starting with the process of SIA and its 
characteristics.  

SIA  PROCESSES AND MODELS  

The larger part of researcher agrees that a basic SIA process contains 
scoping, profiling, formulation of alternatives, assessment and 
prediction of potential impacts, mitigation and monitoring of the 
consequences, (Taylor et al., 1998, see also Burdge et al., 1990).  

Some scholar seems to disagree on the importance of the last step, 
mitigation and monitoring. For instance emphasizes Burdge and Vanclay 
(1995, p. 32) that SIA is “the process of estimating, in advance, the social 
consequences”. Burdge raises even a warning concerning the mitigation 
step, he argues for instance that “mitigation programs are also sharply 
diminished in effectiveness”, which makes it a complex matter to adopt 
impact assessments, (Burdge et al., 1990, p.234).  

However, Taylor et al. (1998) disagrees and stresses that SIA needs to be 
represented in the implementation phase as well as in the design phase. 
They add that the narrow image of SIA only being a “prediction” method is 
diminishing, thankfully (Taylor et al., 1998). In agreement to Taylor, 
proposes Vanclay et al. (2003) in the recent updated version of IAIA’s SIA 
International Principles that “SIA includes the process of analyzing, 
monitoring and managing the intended and unintended social 
consequences[…]”. 

There are some further differences between Taylor et al., Vanclay et al., 
and Burdge et al. concerning what each phase should contain and the 
systematic order of them. Some researcher states however that this is not 
an issue, Burdge et al. (2003) states for instance that the steps follows a 
logical sequence but tend to overlap in reality. Checkland (1981, in Taylor 
et al., 1998, p.63) continues arguing that social impact assessments should 
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be viewed upon as an operational framework, “…rather than a cookery 
book recipe”.  

A comparison on Taylor, Burdge and Vanclay concerning their SIA process 
follows, where Taylor et al. (1998) describes these fundamental steps as; 

 

 

 

                                   FIGUR 2, THE SIA  PROCESS AFTER TAYLOR ET AL.  (1998) 

 

Scoping 

•Initital public involvement 

•Identification of issues 

•Establish variables to be measured 

•Links between bio-physical and social variables 

•Likely areas of impact 

•Boundaries 

Profiling 
•Overview and anlaysis of current social context 

•Overview and analysis of historical trends 

Formulation of 
alternatives 

•Examination and comparison of options for change 

Projection and 
estimation of 

effects 
•Examination of alternatives impacts  

Monitoring, 
mitigation, and 

manegement 

•Collection and application of information regarding 
actual effects 

•Mitigation models 

•Management of change 

Evaluation 
•Review of the assessed social effects brought forth 
by change  

•Review of the social impact assessment process 
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This process is rather similar to the process model proposed by the Burdge 
et al (1995, see also 2003) for the Interorganizational Committee in the 
U.S. Burdge et al has in their model divided the “Scoping” step into “Public 
involvement”, “Identification” and a narrower “Scoping” step which only 
deals with identification of probable impacts. This model lacks also the 
“Evaluation step”. The model of Burdge et al. can be viewed in appendix 3.  

Vanclay et al. (2003) proposes similar activities compromising SIA in the 
International Principles for SIA (IAIA). These activities are further detailed 
than the model presented by Taylor et al (1998) and Burdge et al (1995, see 
also 2003).  According to them should the SIA process also; 

- Assist in site location 
- Assist in the evaluation process and provide suggestion about 

compensation (non-financial as well as financial) 
- Describe potential conflicts between stakeholders and advises on 

resolution processes 
- Develop coping strategies for dealing with residual or non-

mitigatable impacts 
- Contribute to skill development and capacity building in the 

community 
- Advise on appropriate institutional and coordination arrangements 

for all parties 
- Assist in devising and implementing monitoring and management 

programs 

The whole list of a total 17 activities can be found in the appendix 2. 

Despite contradictions and disagreements the larger number of researcher 
(Wolf, 1980; Waiten, 1981; Finisterbusch & Wolf, 1981; see also Burdge et 
al., 1990; Taylor et al., 1998 and Vanclay et al. 2003) within the field of SIA 
recognizes that there are mainly seven basic steps within SIA: 

- Scoping 
- Formulation of alternatives 
- Profiling 
- Projection 
- Assessment 
- Evaluation 
- Mitigation and monitoring  
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BA RRIE RS A ND INCENTIV ES TO SIA 

In “The social impact assessment model and the planning process” Burdge 
(1987) proposes four major reasons regarding why decision makers, 
project proponents and planners may object or ignore SIA. The first 
objective states that social impacts are just common sense. SIA is 
however a complex process that needs experience and knowledge 
generated from previous projects.  

Another barrier is the thought that social impacts cannot be measured. 
In reality several social impacts can be easily understood and are further 
quite reliable since data and information is collected from the baseline 
(community level). The SIA model proposes how the magnitude, duration, 
and sequence of social effects may be assessed. Objectors may also states 
that social impacts seldom occur, though in reality social impacts 
always occur but may not always be of significance.   

The last argues that social impacts assessments generally increase the 
price of the project. However, in the long run SIA generally tends to save 
money, especially since SIA allows for social consequences to be 
considered and mitigated early in the planning stage and not after the 
decision have been made, (Burdge, 1987).  

Some researchers have stressed the importance of public participatory in 
the SIA process. Burdge et al. (1990, p. 83) states that “public involvement 
has the potential to benefit both the project proponent and the 
community in several ways”.  

 

THE PU BLIC  INV OLVE ME NT PROCESS  

“Public involvement is becoming a legitimate area of research… As a result 
of these efforts, persons in engineering and management professions are 
beginning to understand the real spirit of public involvement-which is to 
include citizens in the planning process before the decision to go ahead is 
made.”, (Burdge, 1991, p.283) 

André et al. (2006, p.1) states that “Public participation may be defines as 
the involvement of individuals and groups that are positively or negatively 
affected by, or that are interested in, a proposed project, program, plan or 
policy that is subject to a decision-making process”.  

It can also be defined as “... means of collecting valuable data on specific 
social impact assessment variables” and that it is “…a vital component of 
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the SIA, which cannot be done without input from the potentially 
impacted community”, (Burdge et al., 1990, p.88). Furthermore may “SIA 
variables require data that can be obtained at the community or county 
level” and that the public involvement process may “…be used as a way of 
collecting data” (Burdge et al., 1987, p.148-p.149).  

In “SIA and the public involvement process” Burdge et alt (1990) 
emphasizes that several researcher (Tester & Mykes, 1981; Burdge, 1983; 
Freudenburg, 1983 & Sproul, 1986) has identified five features with which 
the public involvement process contributes to the SIA process. These are; 

- It functions as means to educate the impacted community 
concerning potential benefits and cost of the proposed action along 
with alternatives and their consequences. 
 

- It serves as means for enabling communities and affected 
groups to become a part of the planning and decision process 
and enable them to provide inputs. This includes inputs on the 
planned interventions time, scale and negative impacts which may 
not be mitigated. 

 
- It may function as a catalyst behind community self-evaluation 

and analysis leading to assessment on how well communities cope 
with change. 

 
- It functions as an ongoing data-gathering tool for social impact 

variables. It may supply the process with information regarding 
population impact, conflicts for instance between residents and 
new-comers, impacts on individuals as well as groups and 
community needs. It may further gather data and information on 
the bio-physical environment as well as describing the relation 
humans has to their environment.  

 
- It may be a way of proposing creative alternatives to the 

planned intervention. The underlying reason being that residents 
know and understand their community better than outsiders. This 
may furthermore lead to greater public acceptance and overall 
support to the planned intervention. 

Some operating principles have been developed by the IAIA (André et al., 
2006, p.2) which suggests that the public involvement process should be; 

- Initiated early and sustained. The public should be involved 
early before any major decisions are made. The public should also 
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be regularly involved throughout the SIA process, especially since 
this; 

 builds trust among participants  

 gives additional time for public involvement  

 improves community analysis  

 improves the screening and scoping for SIA 

 increases opportunities to modify the proposal in regards to 
the comments and opinions gathered during the public 
involvement process 

 reduce risk of rumors and improves the public image of the 
proponent 

 may also provide the regulators with more confidence in their 
approval decisions. 
 

- Well planned and focused on negotiable issues. All stakeholders 
should know the aims, rules, organization, procedure and expected 
outcome of the public involvement process undertaken. This will 
improve the credibility of the process for all involved. Though, 
consensus is not always feasible, public involvement process should 
emphasize understanding and respect for the values and interests 
of the participants, and focus on the negotiable issues relevant to 
decisions-making.  
 

- Supportive to participants. The public should be supported in 
their will to participate through an adequate diffusion of 
information on the proposal and on the public involvement 
process. The public should furthermore be given a just and 
equitable access to the funding or financial assistance. Capacity-
building, facilitation and assistance should also be provided 
particularly for groups who won’t have the capacity to participate. 
This includes regions where there is no culture of public 
involvement, or for instance where local culture may inhibit public 
involvement. 

 
- Tiered and optimized. A public involvement program should 

occur at the most appropriate level of decision making (e.g. at the 
plan, program or at the project level) for a proposal. The public 
should be invited to participate regularly, with emphasis on 
appropriate time for involvement, especially because public 
involvement is resource consuming (human, financial, time) for all 
stakeholders. Furthermore may the process optimization in time 
and space to ensure more stakeholder participation.  
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- Open and transparent. People who are affected by a proposal and 
are interested in participating, no matter their ethnic origin, gender 
and income, should have access to all relevant information. This 
information should be accessible to laypersons required for the 
evaluation of a proposal. Laypersons should be able to participate 
in relevant workshops, meetings and hearings related to the SIA 
process. Information and facilitation for such participation should 
be provided. 

 
- Context-oriented. Since many communities have their own formal 

and informal rules for public access to resources, conflict resolution 
and governance, public involvement should be adapted to the 
social organization of the impacted communities. This includes 
cultural, social, economic and political dimensions. Adapting the 
public involvement process shows respect for the affected 
community and may improve public confidence of the process and 
its outcomes.  

 
- Credible and rigorous. Public involvement should adhere to 

establish ethics, professional behavior and moral obligations. 
Facilitation of public involvement by a neutral facilitator in its 
formal or traditional sense improves impartibility of the process as 
well as justice and equity in the right to information. It also 
increases the confidence of the public to express their opinions and 
also to reduce tensions, the risk of conflicts among participants, 
and opportunities for corruption. In a formal context, the adoption 
of a code of ethics is encouraged, (André et al., 2006 p.2).  

 
BA RRIE RS A ND I NCE NTIV ES TO PU BLIC  INVOLVE MEN T   

The decision and design process might be complex within larger projects, 
and may generate undesirable impacts on locals if possible social issues 
are ignored during it.  A project/program/plan that lack acceptance 
amongst locals or residents may for instance result in conflict with locals if 
likely impacts from the project on the community are ignored. These are 
for instance delays since conflicts with locals always tend to result in 
delays and consequently raised costs. Another undesirable consequence is 
possible negative publicity of the project, if locals perceive that they are 
being ignored, (Olander, 2001).  

However, engaging public in a project may still hold a challenge. Even 
though most communities has a general perception of what constitutes 
the good life, how thing should be and what should be change or not, 
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(Rickson, 1990). Some factor may inhibit people from engaging in the 
participatory process. Poverty is for instance one factor, poor have little 
time to consider the future and is consequently reluctant to mobilize or 
may lack knowledge of confidence to participate, (Burdge & Robertson, 
1990). Furthermore, varies the level of public participation amongst 
assessors. The participation process can be broad and aim to engage the 
public in the design and implementation stage of the project, (Derman & 
Whiteford, 1985). It can also be narrowed to measurement of local 
attitudes about the project and its impacts, (Daneke et al., 1983). 

Since the level of public involvement may vary greatly from assessor to 
assessor, the participatory techniques stretches from passive participation 
or information reception to participation through consultation (public 
hearings and open-houses), to interactive participation (workshops, 
negotiation, mediation and co-management), (Arnstein, 1969 & Putnam, 
2003). The level of relevance concerning the different public involvement 
techniques may vary during the different stages of the impact assessment, 
(André et al., 2006).   

However, some of the public involvement techniques may be outdated. 
Burdge (1990, p.86) presents a case study made at the University of Illinois 
at Champaign-Urbana, where students evaluated the public involvement 
process at a landfill siting process. It follows “It was concluded that the 
public involvement technique utilized (primarily public hearings and 
public meeting) raised serious questions with respect to their 
representativeness. The techniques were also criticized for maintaining 
existing community authority patterns”.  The students concluded that the 
public participatory process may have been significantly enhanced if other 
techniques (public surveys, community-appointed advisory boards or 
nominal group processes) had been used (Vining, 1988). Connor (1991, p. 
282) argues that the public meeting technique is “the last of the blood 
sports” and that it in fact should be outlawed and replaced with open 
houses. The latter allows for a no confrontation exchange and function as 
a source of information, (Connor, 1991). 

The following part will describe and compare various public involvement 
techniques that may be utilized by an assessor. Focus will now turn from 
the international context to research made in Sweden regarding potential 
Swedish models for public involvement process and the use of it in 
construction projects.  
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PUBLIC  INV OLVE MENT ,  CONSE NSUS AND D IA LOG METHODS  

The importance of assuring public acceptance has been acknowledged for 
several years. One of the project managers, J.K Lemley, at the Channel 
Tunnel project under the English channel stated in retrospect that 
 “[Today] managing the public image of major civil engineering 
projects is at least as important as managing their physical creation. Poor 
public perception can damage or stop a project as surely as can bad ground 
or shortage of labour and materials”, (Lemley, 1996, in Olander, 2001, p.11) 

A construction project may affect the society both positively, such as 
improved living conditions or more efficient infrastructure, and 
negatively, such as degradation of the bio-physical environment and/or 
locals wellbeing.  It is therefore crucial that the planned intervention, in 
this case construction projects, considers stakeholders fears and concerns 
that may have impacts on the project early on in the decision and design 
process, (Olander, 2001). The need for identifying and analyzing 
stakeholders is also stressed by the Project Management Institute (PMI), 
which states “The project management team must identify the 
stakeholders, determine what their needs and expectations are, and then 
manage and influence those expectations to ensure a successful project”, 
(PMI, 1996, in Olander, 2001, p.59).  

Olander continues with adding that it is of importance that a project 
includes processes that facilitate the distribution and sharing of 
information.  Project management methods and tools that underpin an 
informal process of acceptance between the project and its stakeholders as 
well as amongst stakeholders, are therefore highly desirable. In order for 
the project management team to succeed with engaging the public within 
public involvement processes, within the planning process for instance, 
the public must feel as if they are a part of the decision making process. 
This is especially important since public engagement is a result of 
something and not the means itself, (Olander, 2001).   

Public acceptance may be generated through the following tools.  

Consensus Methods 
Consensus building is a conflict solving method originating from 
the U.S. It constitutes of informal negotiating methods with 
represents from all various stakeholder groups.  The aim with 
consensus building is to generate desirable results and “win-win” 
situations for all parties. The background to the method was the 
consequences brought forth by opinions and protests from locals 
concerning large infrastructure and construction projects in the 
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U.S. These conflicts tented also to generate legal disputes and 
result in time consuming and expensive trials, (Olander, 2001).  
Consensus building is highly dependent on the mutual feeling of 
trust and participation amongst stakeholders and the project 
management team. It aims to maintain and strengthen the feeling 
of openness and mutual involvement. It is vital that this method is 
viewed upon as a consulting rather than business negotiating, 
(Ibid).  The negotiation process must be constituted of four 
fundamental principles to achieve consensus (Susskind and 
Cruikshank, 1987, in Olander, 2001). These are; 
 

- Equity and justice, stakeholder’s perceptions and attitudes 
regarding the project needs to be evaluated, to attain a fair 
agreement. The possibility of continuous agreement is 
higher if the affected stakeholders perceive the agreement as 
just. 
 

- Affectivity, an agreement must be effective and realistic so 
it can be feasible during a plausible timeframe.  If a 
consensus agreement generates a modest amount of justice 
and is perceived as more ineffective then an agreement 
without consensus, than it is in general a better idea to skip 
the consensus agreement.  

 
- Soundness, a sound agreement means that all parties have 

had access to the same expert help, in purpose to find the 
most desirable solution for all parties.  

 
- Stability, one key factor for succeeding with consensus, is 

that all parties are able to fulfill the agreement. In other 
words must the agreement be reachable for all involved 
parties.  

 
Using consensus methods enables the various parties to stay aware 
of the collaboration that has to be done, and therefore the 
possibilities to reach an agreement. In order to successfully 
implement consensus four steps needs to be considered: 
 

- Identification of all stakeholders that may be impacted by the 
project or have an impact on the project 

- Investigate the magnitude of possible disagreement between 
the stakeholders 

- Formulate alternatives that promote a “win-win” situation for 
all engaged parties 
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- Find an agreement that all parties may agree upon and create 
prerequisites for all to reach the agreement, (Olander, 2001).  
 

Dialog Methods. Another vital part in public involvement process 
is dialog methods. De Laval (1999 in, Olander, 2001) states that it is 
of a great importance that the knowledge of the locals, residents 
and stakeholders is gathered and infused within the planning 
process. If impacted parties knowledge and experiences are 
considered risks for delays due to appeals and objections could be 
minimized. A dialog may also facilitate in highlighting and locating 
the real conflicts and separating these from conflicts generated by 
misunderstanding, (Olander, 2001). 

This part ends with Burdges et al. adaption of public involvement to SIAs 
eight fundamental stages, previously described in the SIA process. The SIA 
proecess can now briefly, according to Burdge et al. (1990, see also Wolf, 
1980), be described as; 

 

 

Scoping 

•The assessor aims to identify potentially impacted 
groups/ individuals and their concerns to 
determine whether a full-scale impact assessment 
is needed or not. This includes assessments of 
community and establishing contact with the 
community.  

•Brainstorming and using workshops to visualis 
anticipated effects and connecting cause-and-effect 
relationships. 

•Secondary data may be useful during this stage, 
such as demographis data and community data. 

Formulation of 
alternatives 

•Alternatives are developed with consideration to 
the impacted community’s concerns and needs.  

•The assessor may utilize PI techniques, and finally 
brainstorm around the alternatives brought forth 
by inputs from representatives of impacted 
communities 
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Profiling 

•The assessor measures relevant social impact 
variables, and complies than a social profile. The 
social variable that needs to be measured, will 
dictate which PI technique that is relevant and 
should be applied  

 Projection 

•Evaluation of data and information gathered from 
PI techniques, and to assess projections concerning 
what changes that are likely to occur are performed 
during this stage 

•Projections should be done in consideration to the 
implementation of the project as well as without it. 
These projections (scenarios) should be described 
to decision makers and affected parties so they may 
be informed of possible costs and benefits.  

Assessment 

•Attempts to determine what differences the 
changes may bring forth are assessed during this 
stage. The assessor needs feedback from the 
community on each projected outcome to 
determine which impacts are of relevance to the 
larger part of the community 

Evaluation 

•Analyzes over tradeoffs between stakeholders, 
who will benefit, who pays and how much are 
identified and measured, to enable the selection 
of the preferred alternative. 

•Preferred alternatives may also be based on how 
much the stakeholders feel that they are gaining 
or losing, meaning their perceived feeling of 
tradeoffs 
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FIGUR 3, THE SIA  PROCESS INCLUDING PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AFTER BURDGE ET AL. (1990, SEE 

ALSO WOLF, 1980) 

 

This will conclude the literature review. Following part will describe 
theory proponents and gaps within the theories. This will function as the 
base for the findings in the empirical chapter.  

 

2.3  THEORY PROPONENTS AND GAPS  

The previous theory chapter can be seen as a theory basis to serve the 
reader within the field of Social Sustainability and Social Impact 
Assessments. As the theory says, SIA is a developed method in many 
countries but there are varying views on how it should be managed and 
executed to best reach a more sustainable society.  

The figure on the next page, see figure 4, shows the theory proponents in 
this thesis and how they are linked together. As presented in the theory 
research, every project or plan affects people in the surrounding in many 
different ways, both positive and negative. The social consequences 
resulting from these interventions are many times very difficult to 
measure and interpret. By using SIA as a method to easier manage these 
issues, the consequences and impacts can be covered and solved in 
advance and social sustainability can be easier to reach.  

As the theory tells, problems are raised towards how SIA can be organized, 
information and data be collected, interpreted, valued and put into 
context. The development of the SIA theory component in the flow chart 
is presented on the next page. Using Public Involvement Processes in the 
SIA process is a way to better understand how people may coop with 

Mitigation 

•If the community is interested and the 
consequences of significant proportion, PI 
techniques may be used to start of the mitigation 
stage. By making stakeholders aware of changes 
likely to occur, may enable them to better cope 
with the change process 

Monitoring 
•During this step actual versus predicted impacts 
along with how the community on different levels 
have adapted to the change may be measured 
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social consequences and thereby take advantages of their knowledge and 
experiences and by that gain more benefit to the project. Further may the 
consensus building methods and dialogs facilitate to reduce possible 
conflicts, and assure the quality of the project early on. 

With this in mind, the following empirical research will aim to find out 
how public participation through public dialogs have been formed in a 
way to ensure social sustainability within one of the largest development 
and renovation project in the Stockholm area today, Järvalyftet.  
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FIGUR 4, THEORY PROPONENTS 
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CHAPTER 3:  RESEARCH METHODS  

The following chapter explains the methods used in the thesis and why they 
have been chosen. There is also an explanation for the chosen case study 
and the limitations that have been done. This chapter also contains methods 
to assure the quality of the research. 

 
3.1  THE CHOICE OF METHOD  

This master thesis deals with possible social consequences and issues 
within construction projects and is therefore an interdisciplinary research.  
Because of this, qualitative methods are preferred, since “Although 
definitions vary, the aims of qualitative research are generally directed at 
providing an in-depth and interpreted understanding of the social world, 
by learning about people’s social and material circumstances, their 
experiences, perspectives and histories” (Ritchie and Lewis (eds), 2003, 
p.22). 

 
THE RESEARCH APPROACH  

The approach for the thesis can be described as abductive, which means 
that both inductive and deductive approaches is used. The inductive 
approach means that general conclusions are drawn from empirical 
findings. This approach is used to obtain as large overall understanding as 
possible to the investigated phenomenon. Further, some theory related to 
the subject is used as a base for the empirical findings, which is seen as a 
deductive approach.  Although these two approaches are opposed to each 
other, new knowledge can be formed by combining them. In this 
approach, the researcher usually has a theoretical perspective that guides 
the data collection, which is in line with this report as the authors first 
performed a literature review to perform an empirical investigation and 
finally connect the empirical findings with the theory. This is a continuous 
process which successively develops the empirical scope at the same time 
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the theory is adjusted, which means that the two approaches gradually 
reinterprets with the assistance of each other, (Ghauri & Grønhaug, 2010).  

The theory within the report is based on an extensive literature review 
within the subjects of Social Sustainability and Social Impact Assessment. 
A literature review shall always be done within a research since “[…] 
without it you will not acquire an understanding of your topic, of what has 
already been done in it, how it has been researched, and what key issues 
are” (Hart, 1998, p.31, in Fredriksson, 2011). The literature review in this 
thesis will help to achieve a thorough understanding for the subjects and 
thereby more easily understand the empirical findings.  

 
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS FROM A CASE  STUDY  

The empirical study can be described as a single case study since the 
research only has investigated one project, Järvalyftet. The research has 
narrowed the case study down, to the district of Husby. This is a part of 
Järva and Järvalyftet. The case study will in this research serve as a base for 
selecting primary, but also as natural boundaries for the research. This 
method is chosen since case study methods generate for instance results 
that are applicable to humans’ real-life situations, but also since it 
facilitates an understanding of complex situations, which is consistent 
with the chosen case.  

The collected information is of a qualitative nature. Qualitative methods 
are chosen in order to increase the value of the information and also to 
create a deeper and more comprehensive view of the investigated subject. 
The major part of the qualitative method is indirect and consists of 
document analysis and unstructured interviews with different actors and 
stakeholders within Järvalyftet.  

The interviews have open ended questions with the purpose to assess the 
interviewees’ “point of view” and perceptions rather than making a 
generalization of a behavior. This may allow the researcher to assess 
crucial primary data regarding the different stakeholders’ perception of 
the project. But also what the success factors are and how issues regarding 
social sustainability have and may be dealt with. The aim with this 
primary data is primarily to evaluate the magnitude of the impact this 
construction project will have on the social and culture sphere as well as 
how the construction process has dealt with social issues. Also direct 
qualitative methods are used through observations in the area to receive a 
better view for how the area looks like and thereby receive a better 
understanding for the findings from the interviews.  
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3.2  THE CHOICE OF CASE STUDY  

The choice of using Järvalyftet as a reference project in this thesis was 
made for mainly three reasons. One is that Järvalyftet is an enormous 
redevelopment project that affects a big part of the Stockholm residents. 
The size of the project involves many different stakeholders and requires 
great efforts to satisfy all the stakeholders in best manner. Further, the 
districts within Järva have since long received bad reputations and are 
often perceived as an area with low social status although it has good 
potentials. This has led to the project being one of the first in the 
Stockholm area with a big focus on achieving social sustainability. Further 
is Sweco Management involved in the project and have perceived that the 
work with this questions have deficiencies in some context. The choice of 
Järvalyftet depends thus also on Sweco Management’s desire to have a 
better understanding of how these problems can be dealt with in an more 
efficient way.  

 
3.3  QUALITY OF THE RESEARCH 

The authors want to stress that they both are from an engineering 
program (Construction Management) but both has however a strong 
interest in the field of social science and human behavior. This may have 
affected the authors’ reflections and analyze. Though has the combination 
of a solid technical background in combination with economic, 
management and a kin interest in social sciences provided the authors 
with an interdisciplinary base. The authors have continuously tried to 
discuss their findings with their supervisors to obtain a more balanced 
perception of the results. 

However must a researcher always further address the issue of trustworthy 
regarding their data and findings. Therefore has this research taken the 
following four quality criterions in consideration (Bryman 2008, in 
Fredriksson, 2011, p. 377): 

•Credibility, which can be explained as the trustworthy of the research. 
Triangulation is a common technique to assess trustworthy results. A 
definition reads “from different angles to determine its exact location, in 
the present context by including different interviewees and methods to 
determine its precise meaning and validity” (Kvale, 1996, in Fredriksson, 
2011, p. 216). The aim is therefore to use different interviewees in 
combination with observations and secondary data from press and media 
to acquire a more authentic impression of the problem, see figure 5.  
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FIGUR 5, TRIANGULATION OF ACTORS WITHIN JÄRVALYFTET  

 

•Transferability, which deals with the ability to transfer the newly gained 
knowledge to other contexts. This is a reader process, giving the reader 
the opportunity to apply the knowledge to other contexts. This is taken 
into consideration in the report as the aim is to try to understand how 
social sustainability can be achieved by the use of SIA.  

•Dependability, meaning whether data and results are connected to each 
other. Keeping thorough documentation over the research process is a 
technique to assess dependability. Information from the interviews in the 
report is carefully noted, some interviews is done with sound recording. 
All interview material is also approved by the concerned people before 
publishing of the report. The supervision of the report consists partly with 
a person involved in the project, with mainly a technical approach, and 
partly with a PhD senior lecturer with an interest in communication. 
These two together increase the dependability for the report since the 
tutorial provides different perspectives. One aspect that has to be kept in 
mind is the general problem with dependability within social science as it 
is difficult to achieve exactly the same response at different times.  

•Confirmability, this issue should especially be stressed in social science 
due to the fact that it is nearly impossible for the researcher to stay 
objective. Consequently, the researcher needs to carefully evaluate to what 
extent their own values may have had an impact on the result.  The 
research in this case consists of interviews with different actors in order to 
obtain as neutral view as possible.  
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ETHICAL DILEMMAS  

Since the research deals with social and behavioral aspects of humans to a 
great extent, it is of great importance that the privacy of individuals 
engaging within the research is assured. Every individual has been 
informed about the nature of the research in advance before the 
interviews and are not mentioned by name in the report. This must be 
done to reduce the probability of any ethical dilemma taking place. 

 
3.4  L IMITATIONS  

Social consequences may result from almost all kinds of projects in one 
way or another, but in different forms and extents. The case study in this 
thesis investigates a certain type of project within a limited area with 
specific needs and condition and the reader has to have this in mind when 
reading the thesis. A different chose of case study may generate a need for 
other literature, and other empirical findings that differs from this thesis. 
The limitation has led to a limited view of how the social impacts should 
be managed. The chosen project concerns urban development of an entire 
district, which differs from, for example new road corridors, power plants 
development or exploitations of valuable lands where individual people 
become affected in a different way.  

The reader also has to be aware that the theory in this thesis is particularly 
based on U.S. articles and that the larger part of the sources are written by 
American professors and SIA practitioners, since the development of SIA 
and the use of it is much broader in the U.S. then in Sweden.  

Each country has its own system with laws and regulation, but also 
culture. This must be taken into consideration when possibilities to 
implement new concepts are investigated. Therefore, the difference in 
nation regulation has to be kept in mind when reading this thesis. Sweden 
differs in many ways from the U.S. and has different conditions to 
implement SIA. The methods and models have to be adapted and adjusted 
to fit into the Swedish system.  
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CHAPTER 4:  EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  

This chapter comprises the empirical findings of this master thesis. The 
chapter is divided into a case study made over large development project 
named Järvalyftet in the north-west suburban of Stockholm. The focus has, 
as previously described, been within the district named Husby and especially 
Husby Dialogen (Husby Dialog). The case study contains a historical 
background to the area along with an introduction to Miljonprogrammet 
(The million residents program) in Sweden during the 1960s’ and the 1970s’. 
It continues with a brief description of Järvalyftet, Husby and Husby 
Dialogen and ends with document analysis made over Husby Dialogen in 
press and media as well as interviewees made with actors within Husby 
Dialogen and Järvalyftet. Interviews have also been carried out with Swedish 
practitioners within social sustainability. 

 
4.1  THE CASE STUDY  

Järva is an area in the northern suburb of Stockholm including the 
districts Akalla, Husby, Kista, Hjulsta, Tensta and Rinkeby and the green 
field Järvafältet in the middle. Since 2007 there is a broad effort to create a 
positive social and economic development in the area. (Stockholm Stad 
2009) 

 
BACKGROUND  

The areas within Järva was built during 1960s and 70s as a part of the 
Swedish government residents investment Miljonprogrammet. This 
program was developed to solve the urgent housing shortage and around 1 
million residences were built between the years 1965 and 1975.  
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FIGUR 6, MAP OVER THE DISTRICTS OF JÄRVA, (STOCKHOLM STAD, 2009) 

 

In the description of the Master plan for Järva in 1964 it is written: 

 “ An intensive, concentrated and a rich composed environment 
--- that adds something from the city’s intensity, concentration and system 
to the suburban’s greenery, spaciousness and freedom from noises, an urban 
environment with safe, pleasant and comfortable pedestrian streets and 
enclosed green areas.  --- Great attention has been given the everyday 
outdoor environment, the daily-used streets and places on the way to work, 
school and district-center.” (Stockholm Stad, 2009, p.3, Authors 
translation) 

Focus for the program was time efficiency and standardizations were used 
at a high degree, which in turn reduced both the production time and the 
production cost. From this aspect, the program was successfully 
performed and the new residences had higher standards compared to the 
average homes at this time. The apartments were big and bright and 
equipped with facilities beyond the normal standard. The new subway 
system together with the more common car also contributed to 
possibilities to have good living conditions outside the inner city and areas 
within Miljonprogrammet received a high status.  

This view, however, changed over the years and Miljonprogram-areas have 
today a negative sound full with prejudices. The areas are often associated 
with segregation problems and a high crime and the houses are seen as 
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boring, (Sax, 2000 in Säll, 2011). Miljonprogrammet was built with a new 
concept, which had not been used before. The use of new solutions in 
such a large scale as in Miljonprogrammet resulted in mistakes since there 
was no previous knowledge about the effects of the solutions. Some of 
these problems that have occurred are leaking roofs, moisture and mold 
problems in bathrooms and damaged facades as a result of e.g. flat roofs 
and drains into the walls. (Rörby, 1996, in Säll, 2011). 

The major mistake within the program lies however in the urban 
environment since the well though-out ideas was difficult to apply in 
reality. Traffic safety within the areas was one of the main ideas but the 
traffic separations with main passages and pedestrian bridges resulted 
instead in isolated courtyards of concrete. The different areas are not 
linked together with other municipalities and are lacking places for 
natural meetings and socializing. The residential areas were also built with 
the idea of having all necessary facilities available in the neighborhood, 
such as daycare, youth centers, supermarkets, libraries and elderly care 
centers. The creation of workplaces in the area failed nonetheless, which 
resulted in lower livelihood. (Sax 2000, in Säll, 2011) 

During 1980s, Stockholm had a housing surplus and it was difficult to rent 
out the apartments in the Järva area. The proportion with immigration 
background or social problems increased and the area began to gain an 
increasingly bad reputation. Housing companies experienced difficulties 
to maintenance the houses due to the deficit of rental income and during 
the economic crises in the 1990’s several houses were demolished. This has 
today resulted in a large deferred maintenance, and a major part of the 
residences are in critical need for renovation and energy efficiency, 
(Boverket, 2003). 

One aspect that is often forgotten when Miljonprogrammet is being 
debated is that a large number of the local residents enjoy the area and 
view their residential as being both well designed and qualitative. They 
also belief, that the ones criticizing the areas lack knowledge of how it 
really looks like. (Sax, 2000, in Säll, 2010)  
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JÄRVALYFTET ,  A DEVELOPMENT PROJECT   

As previously describes has the suburban area within Järva gained a bad 
reputation. However, during and shortly after the execution phase, 1965-
1975, the area became critically acclaimed in the press. Järvafältet was 
viewed upon as a futuristic, modern and highly attractive place to live in. 
The current aim is to restore the area through the long termed and wide 
ranging sustainable development project called “Järvalyftet”. The project 
constitutes of everything from large renovation projects such as rearming 
the residential areas and improving the urban environment to public 
development projects such as improving the education and creating work 
opportunities. The strategic decisions concerning Järvalyftet was agreed 
upon and approved by the municipal council in September 2007 and 
approximately one month later, in October, agreed a united political 
steering group with representatives from all the political parties in the 
City Hall on a common vision of Järva. The municipality of Stockholm 
stated in one of their brochures that; 

 “The goal is, with the participation of residents and the 
cooperation of other stakeholders, to generate social and economic 
development that will encourage people to move to Järva – and stay there”, 
(Stockholm Stad, 2009, p.8) 

Four main subjects are highlighted as vital to achieve the goals with the 
project. These are; 

- Decent accommodation and diverse urban environment, 
diverse settlement with a decent accommodation level. Vicinity to 
public services, shops and communications. Encouragement of 
resident and public involvement. Environmental and energy 
efficiency should be sought. 
 

- A safer community, collaboration between property owners, 
residents, police and district administration to prevent crime. 
Creating and sustaining comfortable urban environments with 
enhanced outdoor lightning.  

 
 

- Improved education and language teaching, reducing 
discrimination and sustaining the versatility within the area. Focus 
on equity and just distribution of opportunities. Individualized 
education to strengthen student’s belief in the future as well as 
interest in their own education along with community 
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development. Swedish for new beginners should be job-oriented 
and lead to empowerment.   
 

- More jobs and enterprises, good opportunities for residents to be 
employed within Järva or outside the area. Promotion of 
collaboration between employment service and firms along with a 
good supply of business premises creates new job opportunities. 
Enabling Järva to become more viable and to create a positive work 
coil. 

The project is unique since it aims to underpin a strong participation and 
collaboration with external stakeholders. The largest property owner 
Svenska Bostäder (Swedish Housing) has in cooperation with Stockholm 
municipality and The Association for Tenants (Hyresgästföreningen) 
formed forums where residents may give their inputs to the project as well 
as ask questions and receive information. An intense dialog process 
emerged in the district Husby and was referred to as the Husby Dialog. 

 
HUSBY A DIRSTICT IN JÄRVA  

Husby, in the northern part of Järva, is a district with around 11 200 
residents. The construction in this area consists almost entirely of 
apartments built during Miljonprogrammet. The apartments are highly 
standardized and the district is strict traffic and function separated. Most 
of the houses are built in five stories and provided with exterior corridors. 
As presented above, Miljonprogrammet has had major problems and 
suffers today from bad reputation. Several efforts to solve the problems 
have been made, both national and municipal initiatives. Despite the 
considerable resources spent, the desired positive and stable development 
of the district has not been achieved. As a part within Järvalyftet, new 
investments are made for the economic and social development in the 
district. This includes renovation of housing, developed urban 
environment, increased safety, better education and more jobs, (Swanson 
et al., 2009). 
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THE HUSBY D IALOG  

In 2009, the largest housing company in the district, Svenska Bostäder, 
invited residents living in the area along with local businesses in Husby to 
a dialog, where they got the opportunity to present their views of the 
district. This event was made in close collaboration with the Municipality 
of Stockholm and the Association of Tenants (Hyresgästföreningen). The 
aim with the dialog was to give everyone that could be affected by the 
upcoming changes in some way an opportunity to discuss issues 
concerning the area’s future development together with property owners, 
the residents association, administrators and planners. The fundamental 
idea has been to receive knowledge about the residents’ views on housing, 
service, culture and Husby’s long term development and then use this 
knowledge in future work for the district.   

The dialog took place in June 2009 in Husby Center. Invitations to all 
tenants in the district were sent about one week before the dialog was 
held. An invitation was also published in the local media a few days before 
the opening. The dialog hall was open from 11 am to 9 pm every day during 
the dialogue week and about 2000 people visited the event.  

The dialog was performed partly with an exhibition in the dialog hall 
where the visitors could express their thoughts and views by answering 
questionnaires, participate in an essay competitions or just submit written 
ideas and comments. Several photos of characteristics places in Husby 
along with questions invited the visitors to think and leave an opinion 
about their local environment, things that they like and thinks that they 
wanted to change or improve. Different places where marked with sticker 
in different colors on an aerial photo over Husby to get a good view of 
which places the visitors liked and did not like. The red dots symbolized 
areas which they did not like or felt unsafe in, these were for instance the 
subway entrances. The green dots on the other hand showed places they 
enjoyed such as the football fields and green areas. The yellow dots 
symbolized where each resident where living, see figure 7 on the next 
page.  
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FIGUR 7, AERIAL PHOTO OVER HUSBY WITH STICKERS, (SWANSON ET AL.,  2009) 

The hall also contained drawings of both the apartments and the 
courtyards where visitors could came up with new ideas and solutions by 
using different building components.  The other part of the dialog was 
arranged “Walkthroughs” where visitors, together with architects and 
people from the Municipality of Stockholm and Swedish Housing, walked 
certain rounds in the district and recorded impressions and thoughts from 
different places. After the tour, the participants discussed each other’s 
notes, see figure 8 on the next page.  
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FIGUR 8, AERIAL PHOTO OVER HUSBY WITH THE "WALKTHROUGH" MARKED, (SWANSON ET AL., 

2009) 

During the dialog week over 8000 comments were received regarding the 
current situation in Husby and how it could be improved. The aerial photo 
indicated clearly that it is a united opinion of what is perceived as good 
and bad in the area. Appreciated areas were for instance the green areas in 
the district but also sports and leisure facilities and newly renovated 
courtyards. Areas that were perceived as bad were primarily Husby Center 
with the two subway entrances but also some non-renovated courtyards. A 
large number of the residents expressed views that they perceive the 
center as boring, worn, untidy and insecure, and calls for actions for an 
attractive and clean center with more and better shops and local service, 
more litter bins and better security with guardians and night-walkers. It 
also became evident that the traffic structure received many negative 
comments, particularly the traffic separation and the inaccessible square. 
On the other hand, there are many residents that appreciate this traffic 
structure and mean that it creates security.  

Regarding the housing, it appeared that the majority of the residents have 
a positive attitude to refurbishment and renovation, but at the same time 
are worried about evacuation and future rent increases. Received requests 
dealt largely with improved thermal insulation and façade renovation, and 
a better maintenance of common areas. Several comments were also 
concerned with the need to improve the playgrounds and furthermore 
needed the lighting between the houses to be improved since several of 
the residents perceive Husby as unsafe in nighttime. Numerous residents 
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also desired an improved cooperation between the residents and the 
housing companies.  

The dialog turned out that the ethnic diversity in Husby is appreciated but 
there are also residents who believe that the district is in need of more 
Swedish residents to prevent ethnic segregation. As presented above, 
many of the residents in Husby feel that the district was unsafe, that it was 
messy and subjected to trouble and crime. But on the other hand, it 
appeared that there are a lot of residents that perceive Husby as a safe area 
with a great deal of fellowship and unity. Several of the residents also 
expressed their concern about the high level of unemployment in the area. 
They suggested that a higher investment regarding creation of jobs in the 
Järva area would lead to improvement of the social environment. Other 
aspects which the residents believed could improve the social 
environment are increased commitment to maintain social norms and 
rules in the district and more youth centers so the young people would 
not have to “run around and make a mess”, (Swanson et al., 2009).  

The dialog week in Husby indicated that commitment exists amongst the 
residents to influence their area and several of the visitors believed that 
the major problem in the area is the bad reputation. They suggested that 
the positive aspects of Husby have to be highlighted and thereby convey a 
positive image of the district. (Swansson et al., 2009) 

The bad reputation was also addressed by the public debater Carlos Rojas. 
He means that the areas within Miljonprogrammet have received 
undeserved bad reputation and that there are many myths about the areas 
that are unfounded. A rumor that Rojas mean figures at a too high level in 
the Swedish system is that the residents in the actual areas was built for 
immigrants, who after a short period was expected to move to another 
place and by that, there was no need of good standards in the apartments. 
Rojas means that this rumor lack credibility as the houses was planned in 
the early sixties without any knowledge about the future migration that 
was transacted in the eighties. In order to bring about change in these 
areas, Rojas means that there has to be a fair description of the areas’ 
history, especially among the decision-making authorities. The fact that 
the areas within Miljonprogramet was built as new modern housing for 
the Swedish middle classes must acquire a larger space in today’s media to 
demonstrate its capacity and opportunities,  (Rojas, 2012). 
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DEVELOP HUSBY –V IS IONS FROM THE DIAL OGS  

The comments and views from the Husby dialogue were then compiled in 
a separate document, issued by the Municipality of Stockholm and 
Svenska Bostäder. The collection of comments and “point of views” were a 
separate project within Järvalyftet. The visions dealt with how Husby 
could be enhanced as a district. The vision has four focus areas; road 
structure, Husby Center, housing and Järvafältet. It was proposed that 
Husby Centre could be made more accessible by bringing up the streets to 
the same level as the centre, and by so create a connection between them. 
This would mean that the traffic separation in the centre would be 
removed. To connect Husby with surrounding areas a new road, lined 
with sidewalks, parking lots, vegetation and lower residential houses, 
between Husby Centre and Kista is proposed. This together with several 
new shop premises in Husby Center are supposed to make the center safer 
and more vibrant. A cultural center is also included in the proposed plan 
for the center.  

The vision for Husby also includes construction of 1000-1300 new 
apartments. The idea is that some of them will be built between the 
existing blocks and thereby tie together the different courtyards. 
Entrances are planned towards the streets to create more activity. As 
already mentioned, the dialog revealed that the residents in Husby 
appreciate the green area Järvafältet. In order to tie together this area with 
the rest of the field and in that way make it safer and more accessible, one 
of the roads in the district is planned to be extended down to the field, 
potentially lined with some new residential buildings.  The proposed plan 
for Järvafältet also includes a new football field, (Lindevall, 2011). 

One separate project within the Järvalyftet is Sustainable Järva, which 
aims to develop Järva to a sustainable area. New technology will enable a 
reduction of 50 percent of the energy consumption, a new bicycle plan 
proposal has been made to increase the bicycle use and decrease the car 
use and there is also a plan to offer all residents environmental training, 
such as waste sorting and energy efficiency, (Ibid). 
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4.2  INTERVIEWS WITHIN JÄRVALYFTET  

A large part of the interviewees have indicated that it is of major 
importance to gain acceptance of a new project from the people living in 
the areas, possibly affected by the planned project, before the project 
starts. However, the interviews also indicated that Järvalyftet lacked 
acceptance from the residents early on in the design phase. According to 
Interviewee 2 and 3 (2012-03-02) from the Association of Tentats, received 
the residents a letter from Svenska Bostäder stating that the houses were 
to be demolished and that an information meeting was to be held, but 
only in Swedish, (Interviewee 2 & 3, 2012-03-02).  

The residents felt that they had been overlooked and that their opinions 
were irrelevant for the decision makers. The tenants of Svenska Bostäder 
and members of the Association of Tenants became furious and started a 
demonstration in November 2007. The tenants felt that both Svenska 
Bostäder and the Association of Tenants did not respect them. Interviewee 
5 stated that Svenska Bostäder were subjected to threats and vandalism of 
their company locales, for instance were windows broken.  

The management was replaced as a result of this, and the whole process 
was alternated, (Interviewee 5, 2012-04-25). This became the origin to the 
Husby Dialog, which took place during June 2009 where about 2 000 
residents showed up and approximately 8 000 point of views where 
collected, (Ibid). The dialogs revealed that a great deal of visions and 
commitment could be obtained among the residents if their opinions and 
ideas had been properly treated.  

Svenska Bostäder also decided to change their budget from one hundred 
million SEK per year to five hundred million SEK per year to allow for a 
more careful renovation. This would enable the tenants to afford the 
renovation of their homes, (Interviewee 5, 2012-04-25). Furthermore was a 
framework agreement regarding the rent agreed upon by the Association 
of Tenants and Svenska Bostäder. This was initiated to overcome the 
issues with tenants needing to move due to increase in rent. The 
framework consisted of three different cost levels which enabled the 
residents to decide the costs of the renovation. Interviewee 5 argued that 
no resident, so far, has been forced to move due to increase in rent.  

Interviewee 2 and 3 believed that it of importance that the residents 
should be treated like any other homeowner regarding their rights. 
Interviewee 2 continued with adding, “You like to know the price on the 
car before buying it”.  
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Interviewee 2 and 3 (2012-03-02) experienced that the tenants were willing 
to take on more responsibility if they sensed that they were a part of the 
decision-making process. Wear was for instance minimized with 2-3 
million per year partly due to the dialogs and the awareness that was 
created thought them. They pointed out that a democratic dialogue 
process is time consuming, but that it saves time in the later stages 
through reduction of appeals, bad publicity, and matters to the Rent 
Tribunal and therefore lead to faster approvals. Interviewee 2 and 3 
believed that the dialogs should be implemented as early as possible in the 
project process, preferably before drawing and procurement (Interviewee 
2 & 3, 2012-03-02). 

Another problem that Interviewee 2 and 3 experienced was that the 
housing companies' used technical and professional terms that hampered 
the understanding. The tenants where therefore excluded from the 
dialogs. It is crucial that you stick to a general technical level, which may 
generate trust. "Sustainability is to create an equal relationship amongst 
parties” (Interviewee 2 & 3, 2012-03-02). One example is to educate the 
tenants of what the opportunities are, (Ibid).  

The Association of Tenants chose to bring in an independent technical 
examiner to get an objective view of what was technically possible to 
assure objectiveness in the decision-process, (Ibid). However, Interviewee 
8, one of the project management consultants believed that the decision 
ability for residents had gone to the extreme early on in the project. 
Residents were for example given the option to choose installations in 
consideration to utilization factors with more, they were in other words 
asked to make highly complex decisions regarding the level of in-door 
climate versus costs, (Interviewee 8, 2012-04-23). These option are 
however not available nowadays, (Interviewee 5, 2012-04-25).   

The interviews further indicated that residents felt that the dialogs did not 
lead to anything concrete. They experienced that the municipality of 
Stockholm failed to deliver results. Interviewee 4, a project manager from 
the municipality stated however that all the results could not be delivered 
“the next day”, it is a long-term process. Interviewee 4 implied that it 
always complicated to weight interest against one and another. For 
instance, are several of the Husby residents for traffic separation, but the 
major part of the housing companies are against it. A major part of the 
residents experienced that Husby Center is worn down and did not appeal 
any outsiders to visit it. Traffic separations are however thought to be one 
of the reasons behind this. Yet another issues with traffic separation is the 
general high speed on the roads in the area, this in combination with 
people crossing the roads to the bus stops creates risky situations.  
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Interviewee 4 states that this is a classic dilemma of how to weigh 
interests, and that it is crucial to try to find a middle way.  

The municipality of Stockholm aims in general to assess the resident’s 
point of view when reconstructing an area. Especially concerning issues in 
their home environment such as renewal of their yards and in their 
homes, do they for instance want swings or sand boxes? It however 
becomes more difficult in terms of urban development, such as traffic 
separation (previously described), (Interviewee 4, 2012-03-16). 

Interviewee 4 adds that regarding the opposition towards the renovation, 
two groups stood out. It was the Swedish elderly who have lived in the 
area since it was built and adolescents of foreign origin brought up in the 
area. The adolescents were worried that the renovations would result in a 
new area, which they would not recognize. The sense of living in a local 
community was evident in these areas, since a large part of the residents 
were home during the day. Residents living in these areas want to preserve 
the local community, which they felt safe in. 

Interviewee 4 implies that all parties must have a realistic view of what 
can and cannot be done. Some residents have a blind faith to the 
municipality, which in some situations can be negative. The language 
difficulty was further an issue and the lack of knowledge concerning the 
Swedish regulatory system within these areas. The municipality of 
Stockholm produced brochures in several languages, but discovered that 
some of residents were unable to read even in their native language. The 
focus shifted to personal meetings instead.  

The multi- cultural staff working in the civic offices provided the language 
skills necessary to carry out dialogs. Interviewee 4 wished that the 
decision to use dialogs to assure the residents perceptions and point of 
views had been made early on. The failure to do so has led to a sense of 
mistrust amongst the residents throughout the process, he ends with 
saying that "trust is hard to create but easy to lose", (Interviewee 4, 2012-
03-16).  

Interviewee 6 works at the District of Authority in Rinkeby –Kista, and 
adds that if dialog process is to be used, than it is important to actually 
consider what the residents think and perceive and make the most of their 
opinions. It may otherwise send the wrong message and generate disbelief 
and sense of betray. He adds that dialogs are all about compromises and 
should be viewed upon as a learning and education process, (Interviewee 
6, 2012-03-29).  
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4.3  JÄRVALYFTET IN PRESS AND MEDIA  

Järvalyftet have been subjected to heavy critique in press and media. It has 
for instance been argued that the politicians desire to invest in Järva and 
the development of its districts, but how the gaps and segregation should 
be reduced is uncertain. Ever since the project started in 2007 it has been 
discussed in media and people involved have criticized the public dialog 
processes between the residents, the housing companies and the 
municipality.  

Residents living in Järva argue in press that they have been overlooked 
and ignored in the decision process of the future of the area. One issue in 
regards to this was the miss in information to the residents early on. 
Svenska Bostäder experienced early on that their tenants agreed on the 
need for change. Nevertheless, so began rumors caused by lack of 
information (the only information given was in Swedish) spreading 
amongst the tenants that they were to be evacuated to a town called 
Västerås, located to the east of Stockholm. Västerås was probably 
confused with Västerort, which is the west area of Stockholm that Järva is 
a part of. Rumors also spread regarding heavy increase in rent. Action 
groups were organized that alerted the media and described the entire 
venture as people extrusion, (Arkitekt.se, 2008).  

However, according to media nowadays has the criticism from the 
residents mainly been raised towards the relocation of jobs and services 
from the area along with the increase in rentals due to the renovation. 
Concerns are expressed that the renovation solely won’t be enough to 
change the downward spiral, (Sundström, 2011).  

Roger Andersson a Professor of Human Geography at the Institute for 
Housing and Urban Research at Uppsala University point out the same 
issue, “Of course it is important to make these areas more attractive and 
adapt environments to people's wishes. But we wrestle at the same time 
with structures that have been built up for over fifty years and these takes 
a very long time to alternate. We should not believe that this alone solves 
the integration problem”. Basar Gerecci, a member of the community 
organization the Megafonen (the Megaphone) stated also “[…] to bridge 
the gaps that has existed for 30 years ... Well it takes more than just 
building a park to do that”. Another resident, Laszlo Donat, who has been 
living in Husby for nearly twenty years says “One can never eliminate 
poverty by constructing buildings, and the poverty is a part of the problem 
here. Certainly, it is nicer now, but I am afraid it only works as makeup, it 
only becomes a surface”, (Sundström, 2011).   

http://www.arkitekt.se/
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Heavy criticism has further been raised regarding the ideas to demolish 
certain houses. People in Husby felt that the entire venture was an 
invention from above that had no support among the residents, 
(Sundström, 2011). See picture below (figure 9) from the demonstrations in 
Husby. 

 

 

FIGUR 9, DEMONSTRATION IN HUSBY, THE SIGN SAYS "WHERE ARE WE TO GO? GUNNEL DOSEN 'T 

WANNA MOVE", (STOCKHOLMS FRIA, 2007) 

 

Politicians from both blocks have been seemingly concerned with how the 
residents have been managed early on in Järvalyftet. The opposition mayor 
Roger Mogert stated “we experienced after a while that they did not listen 
to those living in Järvafältet so we dropped out. Now it's better again, with 
the dialog meetings and less decree from above, so we are again aboard”, 
(Sundström, 2011).  

The suburban commissioner Joakim Larsson answered that in the 
beginning, the housing companies and others used a too tough approach, 
which resulted in a wide credibility gap in Husby. That gap does not exist 
anymore. At least 2000 residents in Husby have participated in dialogue 
sessions and we will bring with us the work process regarding how to 
improve a neighborhood from Husby and to other parts of the city. Even 
though the vision clearly states that the level of public services must be 
approved, Roger Mogert argues that there has been some degradation in 
the public service, schools lack for instance resources and the district 
health care center was closed. Mia Päärni claims that the project may 
result in counterproductive results since the renovation of residences may 
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lead to increased rents. This will make them even more vulnerable and 
reduce local shops and services profits. Joakim Larrson points out that the 
tenants in Husby can affect how much the residences should be renovated 
and therefore the rent, (Sundström, 2011). 

In “DN: Sthlm debatt” (In one of the major dailies, “Stockholm Debate”) 
Owe Swanson, one of the architects within the project Järvalyftet, argued 
that the dialog methods used in the Husby Dialog resulted in failure. 
Swanson, Svenska Bostäder and the Association for Tenants arranged a 
meeting local where residents where given the opportunity to bring inputs 
to the Husby Dialog. The dialog was active in June 2009 and according to 
Swanson hundreds of residents where active every day. They gave their 
thoughts and ideas by writing on paper what they believed were good, bad 
and what needed to be changed. As previously mentioned before was a 
large map presented where the residents could attach stickers on. 
Walkthroughs where also arranged where residents, planners and politics 
walked a given path and wrote down their perceptions. Meetings were 
held after each walkthroughs where the perceptions of the participants 
were discussed. The community organization Megafonen arranged 
separate meetings to reach out to residents who did not participate in the 
dialogs.  The residents’ perceptions and point-of-views collected through 
these dialogs where presented as a part of a report in September 2009 at a 
meeting with politicians and public servants, (Swanson, 2012).  

Swanson stated that the residents felt that the housing estates were 
decent, but that maintenance was neglected. They also felt that the 
bathroom suffered from mold and the outer walls were not impervious to 
cold. Furthermore was the most alarming areas the public environment 
between the buildings, which the residents experienced to be unsafe. 
Swanson felt that the management team on site learned from the dialogs 
which were made with numerous of residents. The dialogs were however 
unable to bring the process of redevelopment forward. Swanson said that 
Husby dialog, unfortunately, therefore was a failure. The residents point of 
views was only meant to be collected and documented, it was important 
to note that the point of views were many but not what they actually 
meant, (Ibid).  

Swanson ends with raising doubt to whether the residents of Husby still 
have confidence in the public dialog, or if it has resulted in others been 
given space to represent their interests, (Swanson, 2012). 

In regards to this, publicized DN a response from Magnus Andersson, 
project manager for Järvalyftet and Pelle Björklund Vice President at 
Svenska Bostäder. They argued that the dialogs have continued longed 
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after Swanson left the project.  According to them has the dialogs entered 
a new phase which means that they have started to address what the 
Husby residents wants. Worn and outdated apartments are being 
renovated at a rapid pace (see figure 10 and 11), in close collaboration with 
the residents in each house, (Andersson & Björklund, 2012). 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

Andersson and Björklund stressed that the dialogs are used to reconcile 
with the residents to assess the best solution. If the majority is voting 
against a proportion, than a new proposals is develop. Until now, residents 
in nearly 1,000 apartments in Järva have participated in dialogs that 
concern their house and their home. More than 450 of them are located in 
Husby, (Andersson & Björklund, 2012. See figure 10 and 11 from the 
renovation in Husby. 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGUR 10,  PICTURE TAKEN BY THE AUTHORS OF TRONDEHEIMSGATAN,  

BEFORE AND AFTER THE RENOVATION 
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Regards to the feeling of unsafely in Husby, Svenska Bostäder has worked 
systematically to create a safe outdoor environment, partly by using 
Husby residents' wishes in the dialogs. The last four years, the perceived 
security has increased by 11 percentage points in Husby and nearly eight in 
ten residents in Husby are satisfied with their outdoor environment, 
(Andersson & Björklund, 2012).  

Andersson and Björklund imply that the dialogs in Järva have broken new 
ground. Furthermore that no one has made anything like this prior to this, 
and there are therefore no experiences to learn from. They argue that they 
are extremely humbled by this and are well aware that some questions are 
easier to engage in dialog around than others. Some things can be 
corrected by simple means, other things take time and require major 
changes. Andersson and Björklund ends with adding that they also are 
aware that the Husby residents do not represent a common view. People 
think differently and are willing to engage in varying degrees. Everything 
that is done must therefore be based upon this insight, (Andersson & 
Björklund, 2012). 

 

 

 

FIGUR 11, PICTURE TAKEN BY THE AUTHORS OF BERGENGATAN,  

BEFORE AND AFTER THE RENOVATION 
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4.4  PRACTITIONERS WITHIN SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY  

Interviews were also carried out with Swedish SIA practitioners, 
Community Planners and Consultants with experience within social 
sustainability and public involvement to gain deeper understanding how 
social sustainability can been assured in construction projects. The critical 
main elements brought up during these interviews were the importance of 
communication and feedback to gain trust and also, the need to 
successfully promote the need for change to gain public acceptance 
towards the opposed change. 

Concerning the need to promote the need for change, Interviewee 7, a 
project manager at Sweco Management stressed that the residents and 
affected parties must gain awareness of the need for change. Interviewee 7 
has previously participated in a social development project named 
Drottning H(ög), a million program area in Helsingborg, see figure 12 and 
13. The project engaged children and students early on by using workshops 
called 'architecture in school', where children made drawings of their 
wishes, learned scale, and the history of the area. This facilitated a natural 
gateway to the whole community as the children brought these issues 
back home to their parents, engaging them in the project also, 
(Interviewee 7, 2012-04-20). 

 

 

FIGUR 12, PICTURE OF DROTTNING H(ÖG), (HELSINGBORG DAGBLAD, 2011) 
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FIGUR 13, PICTURE OF DROTTNING H(ÖG), (WIKIMEDIA, 2012) 

 

Project members and parties from the municipality went also from door to 
door in Drottning Hög to inform residents about the project before it was 
in the media. This minimized for instance fear amongst the residents 
concerning raise in rents due to renovations, (Interviewee 7, 2012-04-20).  

Interviewee 12, a professor of urban planning at KTH, raises the 
importance of involving the public in the urban development process. 
Interviewee 12 has much experience from the public involvement method 
“en charette”. This method can be described as a workshop where 
architects and urban planners develop plans for a specific area together 
with the affected public represented by a work team, (Interviewee 12, 2012-
05-07).  

According to Interviewee 12, it is important to engage the public early on 
in the process and is therefore negative to the current consultation 
process. The current process, according to Interviewee 12, only engages a 
few interested persons, costs a large amount of money and creates 
conflicts since the plan proposal is almost completed when the public is 
involved. Interviewee 12 states further that en charette is an efficient 
method which involves the public in an early stage and allows all involved 
to discuss solutions together. The interviewee’s experiences have shown 
that even if there are problems that cannot be entirely solved, it may 
facilitate for the public if they have had opportunities to participate in the 
decision making and thereby express their views and concerns, 
(Interviewee 12, 2012-05-07).  
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Something that cannot be forgotten, according to Interviewee 12, is that 
every project has both advantages and disadvantages, and that it is almost 
impossible to satisfy all parties.  An efficient way to handle this is 
according to Interviewee 12, to present disadvantages in contradiction 
with an advantage, so called trade-offs.  He raises an example of an 
exploration project where the existing residents were opposed to the 
upcoming increase in residents. They could however still see the 
advantages a exploiting could bring, such as a future for the school which 
was threatened to be closed-down and development of services in the 
area. Further the interviewee believes that the conflicts a project may 
bring fourth have to be addressed in an early stage. This should be done 
early on to facilitate the finding of creative solutions in the best possible 
way. Clear visions have to be implemented early on. The background and 
purpose to the planned actions also has to be clearly motivated, 
(Interviewee 12, 2012-05-07). 

Sufficient and effective communication and feedback is further an issue 
when dealing with stakeholders and the public, especially when it comes 
to gain trust from affected parties. Interviewee 1, a landscape architect at 
the Municipality of Botkyrka stressed that it may be a little tricky with 
dialogs. Interviewee 1 also pointed out that it is important to use an 
outreach dialogue, where the municipality contacts the residents and not 
the other way around. Dialog practitioners have to recognize that 
residents are taken valuable time off to engage in dialogs. It is therefore 
important to fit the dialogue meetings with their everyday lives, such as 
meeting young people at the youth center, (Interviewee 1, 2012-03-02). 

Interviewee 11, a civil engineer at Sweco Architects in Örebro stressed that 
it is crucial to inform the public about an upcoming planned project early 
on. This could enable the public to engage in the dialogs. The information 
should be sent out in beforehand, preferably at least two months before, 
(Interviewee 11, 2012-04-16).  

A SIA practitioner at the Swedish Geological company stated that the 
process needs to be kept short or it may become tiresome for the 
residents, leaving them inpatient, (Interviewee 9, 2012-04-16). One 
example in regards to this is addresses by Interviewee 7, who states that 
the project organization in the Drottning H(ög) project used a skeleton 
map. A map where the infrastructure is decided upon which cannot be 
changed. However are specific areas left “empty” where the residents may 
participate in the design decision. The empty spaces are not entirely free, 
around five alternatives are connected to them, the residents may vote for 
their favorite alternative. This method easies the decision process for the 
residents and by so makes it shorter, (Interviewee 7, 2012-04-20). 
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The Municipality of Botkyrka has for instance hired a communicator to 
strengthen the external communication. A community planner at Sweco 
Architects also stressed the importance of using effective communication 
channels to reach the public and possibly affected parties. This could be 
eased when using a communication consultant, (Interviewee 10, 2012-04-
25). Interviewee 7 (2012-04-20) even believed that it should be mandatory 
to use communication specialists within construction projects to enable 
explicit communication with stakeholders. Another example is Sweco 
Architects in Örebro that engaged in collaboration with the media in a 
certain project to reach out to the public and to reinforce the positive 
image of the project, (Interviewee 11, 2012-04-16).  

Information campaigns has also been carried through in Husby, see figure 
14. Both Interviewee 7, Interviewee 10 and Interviewee 11 stressed the 
importance of bringing feedback to the residents regarding which issues 
that may be solved and which that may not. There is a risk that the 
residents otherwise feel overlooked and ignored which may generate 
distrust. Interviewee 10 also implied that it is vital to assess feedback from 
the client, and not only the residents. Interviewee 12 proposed here that 
the statutory consultation procedure could function as a natural feedback 
process.  

 

 

FIGUR 14, PICTURE TAKEN BY THE AUTHORS OF AN INFORMATION BILLBOARD IN HUSBY 
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Other important aspects when using a SIA model is that it must be put 
into a Swedish cultural context, in order for it to function appropriately. 
Keeping in mind that, Swedish citizens tends to trust that elected 
politicians and public servants will come up with the best solutions. One 
issue with the use of SIA is that since it engages the public and external 
stakeholders, individuals/groups with special interests may try to exercise 
power through it. However applying SIA may reduce the likelihood of 
having to correct errors afterwards. SIA enables also the decision process 
by making it more democratic, that ultimately may provide a better basis 
for decision-making, (Interviewee 9, 2012-04-16). 

However important to notice is that the larger part of social sustainability 
practitioners are community planners and architects. Sweco Architects in 
Örebo has developed a model which includes an analysis regarding the 
social sphere where school, hospitals and the environments for instance 
are described. A design dialogs follows where residents and affected 
parties may interact with architects and community planners and bring 
their inputs into the design process. This will eventually result in a plan 
proposal that shall be exhibited to the community during at least three 
weeks according to laws and regulations. Interviewee 11 at Sweco 
Architects in Örebro also mentioned that they use theories from Becker 
and Vanclay to determine social consequences of the proposed plan. 
Finally is the plan executed and followed up, (Interviewee 11, 2012-04-16).  

Finally, Interviewee 12  states that the questions of social sustainability has 
to be implemented to a greater extent during all phases of a construction 
process and that the role of the project manager has to be developed to be 
able to assume the responsibility for these question later on in the process. 
Management in these processes should rather be focused on leadership 
skills than traditional management, in order to succeed with society 
developments and change processes, (Interviewee 12, 2012-05-07). 

This will conclude the empirical findings chapter. The theory basis and 
the empirical findings will now be analyzed and discussed in the following 
chapter followed by a summarization with recommendation in the 
conclusion chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5:  DISCUSSION AND ANALYZE 

This chapter will combine the theoretical basis with the empirical findings in 
order to understand the context and the subject on a deeper level. This will 
ultimately result in a proposed conceptual model in the conclusion along 
with some guidelines.  

 
SOCIAL SUSTAINABIL ITY THEORIES CONNECTED TO THE EMPIRICAL 

FINDINGS  

Comparing the maintenance aspect in social sustainability with the 
empirical findings evidently shows that it is important to explain the 
reason for the change or else conflicts and resistance may appear. For 
instance, the real-life case of Mexico shows how important it is to 
communicate the underlying reason for changes. This can be compared to 
the residents’ desire to maintain traffic separation in Husby in 
contradiction to their desires to have a more lively and easy accessible 
center. The authors also believe that a conflict has appeared between the 
interests of the Municipality, Svenska Bostäder, the Association of Tenants 
and the residents living in the area. One example is Svenska Bostäder’s 
and the Municipality’s desire to develop the area in a certain way, which 
clashed with the desires of several residents in Husby to preserve the area 
and its architecture. This conflict deals with the maintenance theory by 
Bourdieu, regarding the resistance phenomenon “how things are done 
here”.  

The issues of using information and data that “speaks for themselves” are 
also evident when comparing the theories of social sustainability with the 
empirical findings. For instance were the information folders and sheets 
which were sent out to the residents early on clearly not enough to 
persuade them of the importance of the development and the renovation 
of the area. It is also mentioned both in the theories and in the empirical 
findings that it is practitioners’ and social scientists’ (for instance 
behavioral scientist) work to explore how a better understanding can be 
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achieved towards how residents may embrace or resist changes made in 
their surrounding environment.   

The use of public involvement in Järvalyftet has according to the 
Association of Tenants resulted in reduced wear and tear of the buildings 
and the public environments. This can be compared with the theory of 
bridge sustainability and how people relate to their environment and how 
they make environmental judgments regarding how they use and care for 
their surrounding environment. This is also evident in Hobsons theories 
concerning how people make aware or unaware decisions, and how willing 
we are to change our behavior to become more sustainable or not. 

 
SIA  THEORIES CONNECTED TO EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  

Even though Freudenburgs already in 1986 presented his ideas for how the 
SIA process should be developed, much of his ideas remain up to date 
even today. Worth mentioning is the ideas of the importance to include 
more focus on the sociological variables instead of just data. An issue 
which Freudenburg addresses is the problem with how to measure the 
variable quality of life.  He also mentions that by focusing on specific 
groups it is easier to evaluate how potential effects of the project may have 
an impact on them. This idea reconciles with the use of dialogs such as 
workshops and focus groups. It is for instance mentioned in the interviews 
the importance of using an outreach dialog to get in contact with all 
groups of a community, such as being at the youth center when the point 
of views of youngsters are needed.  

A practitioner within community planning has stressed the importance of 
informing the residents and affected parties well in advance so that they 
may have sufficient time to plan and prioritize their participation. 
However were the residents in Husby informed only one week before the 
dialog which may not be sufficient time enough. 

The purpose of SIA is in the theory emphasized as a way to identify 
consequences in advance and in that way make it easier for decision 
makers to take better decisions.  The empirical findings indicate obviously 
that this was apparently not succeeded, especially in the early phases of 
Järvalyftet. An example is the insufficient and misdirected information 
that was sent out to the tenants of Trondheimsgatan regarding 
demolishing and renovation of their buildings. This resulted in 
demonstration and distrust against the project organization. When 
investigating this case it indicates that the project in the beginning 
suffered from credibility lost and difficulties in cooperation which resulted 
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in conflicts. According to the theory of SIA, these aspects are of main 
concern to build social sustainability.  

Furthermore may these parts be assesed through public involvement. It is 
clearly stated in the operating principles by IAIA that the SIA and public 
involvement may build trust among participants. It could also increase 
opportunities to modify the proposal in regards to residents’ point of 
views and perceptions and reduce the risk of rumors and by that improve 
the public image of the project. This is further stated in one of Boverkets 
five themes, “Influence and interaction”. This theme suggests that all 
changes in an area should be based on the people living there. These 
crucial aspects have according to the empirical findings failed during 
Järvalyftet. This indicates that a SIA process with public involvement may 
contribute to the aim of reaching social sustainability and more efficient 
construction processes.  

Since the area for long has suffered from a bad reputation, it is of major 
significance that the development cautiously precedes with long term 
visions. One method for dealing with this issue was presenting by 
Interviewee 7, where the project team for Drottning H(ög) engaged 
children to early phases of the design process. The children were for 
instance thought about the history of their area to increase their 
confidence, which in the ends resulted in making them to ambassadors for 
the area.  This is also evident in Boverkets theme “Identity” which clearly 
states that a positive identification creates conditions for a better public 
image. 

Other operating principles from the theory that could have been carried 
out in a better manner in Järvalyftet are for instance the importance of 
clearly communicating both the aims of the project and the rules of public 
involvement. This may enhance the credibility of the process for all 
involved. Even though dialogs have been used within the project, the 
authors sense that consensus building however has been missing. Even 
though consensus may not be feasible it may underpin understanding and 
respect for various parties’ interest and values, and by that led to focusing 
on negotiable issues.   

Freudenberg also stresses that it is crucial for SIA practitioners to be 
familiar with both technical and social science to stay subjective and in 
that way better understand different situations. It is further crucial to 
attain multi-disciplinary professional within the project team to be able to 
assess the otherwise so complex concept of social sustainability. A mixed 
project team may enable the insight of whom may be affected by the 
project and how. This need has also been assessed within the interviewees 
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made with practitioners within social sustainability and SIA. The authors 
therefore believe that SIA with an advantage could become a management 
discipline. Freudenburg also mentions the constant change in society 
which brings forth a need for the management team to constantly plan for 
surprises. The authors believe that these needs to plan for surprises will fit 
a project manager’s agenda.  

 
A  COMPLEX REALITY  

Even though the several issues probably can be managed and solved 
through a SIA process with public involvement infused within it, great 
deals of the social issues are connected to the political dimension. This 
implies that social sustainability has to be acknowledged amongst the 
higher authorities as well. 

Both Freudenburg and Boverket address the importance of having a 
“holistic view” when working with social sustainability and urban 
development. This means that a specific project also may generate effects 
outside the project area, and that these must be taken into consideration 
also. However, it is also stressed by Vanclay that it may not be possible to 
specify all dimensions of a social impact as social changes often results in 
other changes.  

Another aspect that is mentioned in the theories is that previous 
experiences could facilitate the performance of SIA. The lack of previously 
performed SIAs in Sweden could therefore be an obstacle, for the 
implementation of SIA.  

Finally, it is important to keep in mind that social factors changes 
constantly and it may therefore be problematic to cover all aspects within 
a general SIA. The methods and the work processes have to be 
individually designed for each new project to fit the rapid changing pace 
of society.   
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter will conclude this thesis and leave the reader with some 
recommendations for future reading. A Swedish SIA model will be presented 
in this chapter and how it could be linked to traditional construction project 
process in Sweden.  

CONCEPTUAL MODEL  

The authors had combined the theories from the U.S model according to 
Burdge et al. (1990), see p. 33-34, with the empirical findings from the 
interviews. The model, see figure 15 below, illustrates the general steps 
within the traditional construction project process (feasibility study, 
planning and design, production and maintenance) along with the SIA 
process. This model shows hoe a Swedish SIA model may be assessed and 
implemented in the construction industry.  

 

                     FIGUR 15, CONCEPTUAL MODEL BY THE AUTHORS OF A SWEDISH SIA PROCESS  
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A short description of the SIA process and how it may be tailored to the 
traditional construction process follows; 

 Scoping, includes a community analyzes, identification of 
stakeholder and affected parties. The historical background may 
give access to crucial data regarding the area and its community.  
This step would fit the primary step “Perceived Needs and Market 
Demands” with in the traditional project process by weighting 
needs and market demand against possible consequences and 
impacts on the social sphere of the community and connected 
areas. Establishing contact with the community and affected 
parties may give insights to their perceptions and point-of-views. It 
is further important to establish contact early on to prepare the 
community for the planned project and minimize the spreading of 
rumors. This can be done by creating a communication plan. The 
scoping phase should also result in limitations of the project as well 
as an overall vision.  
 

 Dialog and Consensus Methods, it is of importance to 
communicate the underlying reason early on for the project to 
reduce conflicts and misunderstanding towards the need for 
change. Analyzes of possible consequences and trade-offs could 
simplify the selections of the most preferred alternative. This phase 
should result in goals and strategies to reach the vision. Further 
should a quality and environment program be initiated to assess all 
requirements. Finally should it be decided upon to go ahead with 
the project or if the consequences are too severe.  
.  

 Conceptual Design, same procedure as in the traditional 
construction process where the preferred alternative is developed 
into a proposed plan. The output from the previous phases needs to 
be incorporated into the conceptual design to assure the goals of 
social sustainability.   
 

 Consultation & Feedback, the current consultation procedure (in 
Swedish “Samråd”) could be developed to include a more thorough 
feedback process. In order to check if the proposed plan is in line 
with the community and stakeholders and by so minimize the 
possibility of appeals later on. Finally should a decision be made 
regarding if the project could go ahead or needs to be iterated and 
reworked. 
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 Follow-Up, it is during the final step of the SIA process, during the 
production and later on in the maintenance phase, where the 
follow-up phase is initiated. This can however only be done if the 
client desires it, since the traditional construction project process 
generally ends after the production phase.  
 
It could be wise to engage in Knowledge Management to assess a 
better understanding concerning if the estimated consequences 
were realized or not. Feedback may increase the knowledge 
regarding if any significant deviation from the planned outcome 
appeared later on in the production phase or during the 
maintenance phase. It is further more important to continuously 
reconnect to the community and stakeholders regarding the 
deliveries.  

 
The SIA document is initiated during the Scoping phase and continuously 
added on to during the first phases of the process (Dialog and Consensus 
Methods, Conceptual Design and Consultation and Feedback). The 
document should preferably be finished before the production phase and 
could be a complement to the EIA document. Previously analyzed 
consequences and trade-offs should be described here along with 
recommendations for evaluation and follow-up procedures for undesirable 
consequences. The quality and environment program along with 
communication plan should be linked to the SIA document or possibly 
attached. Engaging in follow up may generate feedback towards how the 
process could be made more efficient. The SIA document may be crucial 
for future projects since it may provide the project organization with 
essential knowledge. 

 
INCENTIVES FOR THE USE OF SIA  IN SWEDEN  

The analysis has indicated that social issues can be too complex to capture 
and solve in satisfying manners. The authors nonetheless believe that 
there are enough underlying prerequisites to implement SIA in the 
construction industry. Since; 

 A structured process may facilitate the assessment of social 
impacts. 

 The methods of SIA state that multi-disciplinary project teams my 
enable a holistic view of the situation. This would benefit from the 
multi-disciplinary construction industry. 

 Assessing social impacts and possible resistance in advance may 
make the construction process more efficient. 
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 SIAs are in general used in the U.S. since they tend to shorten the 
timeframe and by so reduce the costs.  
 

BENEFITS WITH PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN SIA 

As previously discussed in the analysis, some benefits can be drawn from 
the empirical findings. The general conclusion is that a SIA could benefit 
from the use of public involvement since; 

 The empirical findings indicate that the wear is reduced in the area 
of the case study, where dialogs have been used. 

 The sense of safety has increased in the area of the case study with 
up to 11 percent units and eight of ten residents in the area 
experience now to be safe in their neighborhood.  

 It is evident in the empirical findings that the lack of efficient 
public involvement and communication early on has resulted in 
mistrust and resistance to the project. 

 It is further indicated in the empirical findings that affected parties 
are more willing to engage in trade-offs and accepted certain losses 
if they have had the opportunity to participate in the decision-
making. 
 

This will conclude the conceptual model. Recommendations from the 
authors concerning future studies within the area will follow. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS  

The authors suggest that future studies could be in management 
disciplines such as Change and Conflict management. These to be better 
understand how changes affect humans and societies and how conflicts 
may be solved and mitigated. Further research could be done within 
leadership theories such as Agile Management to assess if a more ad-hoc 
management style could improve the SIA process further or not.  
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APPENDICES 

 
APPENDIX 1 

Population characteristics 

1. Present population and expected change 
2. Ethnic and racial diversity/distribution 
3. Relocated populations 
4. Influx or outflow of temporary workers 
5. Seasonal residents 

Community and institutional structures 

1. Voluntary associations 
2. Interest group activity 
3. Size and structure of local government  
4. Historical experience with change 
5. Employment/income characteristics 
6. Employment equity of minority groups 
7. Local/regional/national linkages 
8. Industrial/commercial diversity 
9. Presence of planning and zoning activity 

Political and social resources 

1. Distribution of power and authority 
2. Identification of stakeholders 
3. Interested and affected parties 
4. Leadership capability and characteristics  

Individual and family changes 

1. Perceptions of risk, healthy and safety 
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2. Displacement /relocation concerns (perceptions) 
3. Trust in political and social institutions  
4. Residential stability 
5. Density of acquaintanceship 
6. Attitude toward policy/project 
7. Family and friendship networks 
8. Concerns about social well-being 

Community resources 

1. Change in community infrastructure  
2. Native American tribes 
3. Land use patterns 
4. Effects on cultural, historical and archeological resources 

 

APPENDIX 2 

 
1. Participate in the environmental design of the planned intervention 
2. Identify interested and affected people. 
3. Facilitate and coordinate the participation of stakeholders 
4. Document and analyze the local historical setting of the planned 

intervention so as to be able to interpret responses to the 
intervention, and to assess cumulative impacts 

5. Collect baseline data (social profiling) to allow evaluation and audit 
of the impact assessment process and the planned intervention 
itself 

6. Give a richer picture of the local context, and develop an 
understanding of the local community values, particularly how they 
relate to the planned intervention 

7. Identify and describe the activities which are likely to cause 
impacts (scoping) 

8. Predict (or analyze) likely impacts and how different stakeholders 
are likely to respond 

9. Assist in evaluating and selecting alternatives (including a no 
development option) 

10. Assist in site location 
11. Recommend mitigation resources 
12. Assist in the evaluation process and provide suggestion about 

compensation (non-financial as well as financial) 
13. Describe potential conflicts between stakeholders and advises on 

resolution processes 
14. Develop coping strategies for dealing with residual or non-

mitigatable impacts 
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15. Contribute to skill development and capacity building in the 
community 

16. Advise on appropriate institutional and coordination arrangements 
for all parties 

17. Assist in devising and implementing monitoring and management 
programs 

 

APPENDIX 3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Public 
involvement 

•Develop public involvement program 

Identification •Describe proposed action and alternatives  

Community 
profile 

•Describe relevent human environment and zones 
of influence 

Scoping •Identify probable impacts 

Projection of 
estimated effects 

•Investigate probable impacts 

•Determine probable response of affected parties 

•Estimate secondary and cumulative impacts 

Formulation of 
alternatives 

•Recommend changes in proposed action or 
alternatives 

Mitigation •Mitigation, remediation and enhancement plan 

Monitoring •  Develop and implement monitoring program 


